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Were the humanities forced
down your throat?
by Julia Alexander

Union saga continues
by Jenn Hogan
On December 7th, at 3:30 in the afternoon, ghosts from the labor movement
once again choose to haunt our campus.
Representatives from various building
trades unions, 15 unions in all, including
carpenters, steamfitters, iron workers,
plumbers, electricians, and cement workers, staged a peaceful demonstration
against Bryn Ma wr for choosing to use a
non-union contractor to build the Art
and Archeology library. Although this
event was publicized, only about 10 students took part in the demonstration.
The message of the workers was that
they are fighting for the rights of all
workers to get decent pay for decent
work. They are primarily upset that
Wohlsen uses workers from outside the

Activism for
immigrants
by Jessica Shearer
As a former head of the Coalition
Against Xenophobia and a current
member of the Democratic Socialists of
America's Youth Section and Coalition
Building Committee, I believe that we
must focus much of our attention on all
the forms of xenophobia, including cultural and political, that have reared their
ugly heads in the past two years. In many
ways, immigrants, especially when they
are people of color and/or women are
the most vulnerable members of society.
As a synthesizing multi-issue organization, DSA, and others concerned with all
kinds of justice in this nation, must make
a special effort to involve activists young
and old in the fight to protect the dignity
and rights of immigrants. As I learned
last year with my C AX work, immigrant
rights are neither as familiar nor as popular an issue for many people as are civil
rights or women's rights. The DSA has
planned a Day of Action for Immigrant
and Refugee Rights. This is an excellent
step in the correct direction, but we must
remember and recognize the assaults on
and possibilities for working around the
issue of immigrant rights.
Historically, U.S. born people have
often exploited immigrants and immigrant labor out of greed and /or fear and

area, many of them temporary workers,
instead of skilled union labor from the
area.
There were about 150 workers involved
in the demonstration along with a small
student contingent which included several members of the International Socialist Organization (ISO) and the Democratic Socialist Organization (DSA).
continued on p3

I have had a lot of science majors
complain to me that their major is misunderstood, and that they wish math and
science were given the importance in
education given to "the humanities." (I
put this in quotes because, somehow
when they talk to me, they're always
complaining about history.) In an insomniac haze, I think I have finally came
up with a defense.
You keep saying that you wish science
were given the importance in education
that history is. If the amount of time you
have to spend learning the subject is the
question, science is ahead, at least in my
public school education. You had to
spend three years in high school taking
science, two taking math, and a two years
taking history. Here, we take roughly
three each of humanities, social sciences,
and sciences. If the expertise of the teach-

A Body-Image Choose Your Own
Adventure: The perfect woman.
by Liberal Studies Seminar 007: En-Gendering Women's Bodies. A chose Your
Own Adventure edited by Margaret Dooley.
Fire. But no smoke. What the hell was the ala—oh,the alarm. Damn noone sane gets
up at 5:00 in the morning. Running is good for you. Yeah, right. That is what they say
this week. Her head wa s still spinning to find that carbohydrates are good again. She
reached out to hurt that alarm, and she knocked over her Vogue and Cosmo magazines
she often read with wavering belief. She knew what she should do, but "what you
Want to do and you are going to do are seldom the same." * she knew that her thighs
demanded arun,butshe wasexhausted. BeingyounggWas good for her complexion
but the college part just plain wore her out...
DOES OUR HEROINE IOG(.p2) OR SLEEP(p,3)?

ing is in question, I can point out that in
many public schools, science teachers
are required to have had at least a college
major in the subject they want to teach,
but history teachers can have pretty much
any liberal arts major.
If your complaint is that people prefer
taking history classes to science classes,
that isn't the fault of the discipline. We
don't force anyone to come to our classes
(unless they have already made a final
registration for the class, in which case
it's up to the professor).
Let me point out that in my experience, humanities are an easier subject to
dive into when you have no particular
expertiseat a subject. I feel confident that
if I take a history (or other humanities
class) in an area I have never explored,
my skills will make it possible for me to
quickly figure out what's happening, and
keep up with the class. When I have
taken science classes, they seemed to
depend on a lot of skills that it seemed I
was supposed to have learned previously. To understand what was going
on, I needed to have taken classes that
held little or no interest for me, to build
skills to use in higher levels. Also, in the
sciences, if I understood one step incorrectly at an early stage, I wouldn't find
out until much later, and by the time I
noticed what was wrong, I had neither
the time nor the inclination to change it.
(In this case, it was the way I figured out
how to do algebra in middle school. As it
turned out, I didn't do the problems
wrong, just not how everyone else was
doing them....) On the other hand, in
history, if Ido something wrong, it doesn't
mean I have to go back to ground zero. It
means that I shift how I am thinking at
that moment, and go forward from there.
A lot of people seem to think that

What is SNATCH anyway?
by Jenn Hogan and megan munson
We know that you've all seen
those provocative flyers around
campus. You know, the ones with
the dominatrix on them (that's
the woman with whips and
chains, dressed in leather, and
ready to bring men to their knees,
hmmm, not a bad idea for the
College News staff...) and the
invitation, nay command, to
submit to a new bi-co publication called of all things "Snatch"
(if you don't know the meaning
of this word, call up your customs people and ask them, don't
feelbad, Megan had to!). If you're
at all like us, you're a little intrigued by what this new literary
effort is all about. What could a bi-co
smut 'zine possibly entail? Isn't the Bryn
Mawr-Haverford community supposed
to be the most repressed community in

the country? Well, we, Jenn Hogan and
Megan Munson, fearless College News

editors and self-proclaimed prudes,
decided to take it upon ourselves to find
out what Snatch is all about. So, on the
first monday night in December, we ven-

tured to the cafe to meet the women
behind the snatch, as it were, Zoe Chance,
Haverford '97, and Jenn Turrell,
Bryn Mawr, '97.
We must admit that we did not
know what to expect. We sort of
assumed that the dominatrix
depicted on the flyer might be a
picture of one of the editors of
Snatch. However, Zoe and Jenn
turned out to be very friendly
and un-intimidating, and
smashed all of our stereotypes
immediately. The first question
we asked them was if they
planned to put a glossary in the
back to clarify some of the terms
that might be used in this publication, especially since the frosh
living on Pern East third floor
fear that the language might be the kind
of language they did not need to know
fortheSATand might have some trouble

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
Masturbation, Thanksgiving with Grandma Schulz, all sorts of entertaining Arts, carpal tunnel syndrome and you, the Lesbian Continuum, and MUCH, MUCH more!
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Choose Your Own
Adventure: GO
TO THE CAMPUS CENTER

(sigh...) Summation of Semester Insanity

-v -^

If s been a wild and crazy semester here at the College News.
Or at least a crazy one.... If s also flown by (remember: time flies
like an arrow, but fruit flies like a banana). Why, it seems like
just yesterday we were sitting here, frustrated, because we
couldn't figure out how to work the computers for layout.
Actually, it was just yesterday, now that I think of it, but we felt
that way for the first time nearly,four months ago.
Looking back, there are a few things that have been new and
different this semester. For instance, the Game Room, and the
fact that the Campus Center now sensibly stays open until two.
Or the snow: this is the first time since any of us have been here
that if s snowed before winter break. Go to it, global warming,
as I always say! Last but not least, we've managed to capture the
lizard thaf s been running around the College News Office...
good thing we caught it before winter break, or there could have
been a major infestation on campus when we returned from
winter break!
A lot of water has passed under the bridge, and a couple dozen
articles have wandered their way through the computers.
Speaking of articles, if you want your disk back and we haven't
sent it to you yet, feel free to come by the TMews office and pick
it up anytime....
So now we stand, at the edge of a brave new semester, and, not
so incidentally, at the edge of the unknown. Who will be the
editors next semester? Will there be more than four issues of the
College News? Will anyone new ever write for the paper? Will
we ever get more Dykes to Watch Out For? Who is Lady Oracle?
Only time will be able to solve these mysteries. For now, your
weary and mind-numbed editors are signing off. Cheery finals
to all, and to all, a good break.

Is that
last day of classes

Instead of exercising, she went to
check her mail, and thought violent
thoughts in the general direction of
the cafe. She vegged forever, watching beautiful women on television
and not so beautiful women on television. She hated all of them. She
wanted to be perfect and not to have
to think about her body all the time.
She knew there was more fun things
to do. She talked herself into feeling
better, but too soon it was time to go
to the dining services again.
WHAT'S ON HER PLATE: SALAD
NO DRESSING. WATER(p3) OR
SPAGHETTI. GARLIC BREADSOUP. PIE(p.4)?

stress
getting to you? Celebrate the end of classes
and clear your mind for
exams with a

PRIMRL
SCREAM
Tuesday, Dec. 12,
10:00.

Choose Your Own Adventure: JOG
She rolled out of bed to discover that she was still hideous size nine; the woman
who looked at her from the closet-door mirror still needed work— and much at
that. The number nine is a fine one just as long as it doesn't relate to your waist
her waist. She is glad she got up so early. She doesn't want people to see her before she is fixed in the morning. She wrestles with her tight jogging suit of lycra
shorts, the matching sports bra, and Nike tennis shoes. It's dark out, misty. She
passes through the garbage men's hellos and their uniform gaze. Just run, she
thought, a little ass watching never killed anybody. She quickened her pace until she
reached the turn at the end of the block, simultaneously flexing her ass muscles
attempting to look like a size 5. She knew that was closer to what they wanted. She
used every breath to force her breath in and out. After her run she headed for the
SHOWER (p-4)T
i

The Virtue of Charity: Real vs. "Reflexive"
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by Julia Alexander
"If you see me stumble, don't stand back
and look on
Reach out now, baby, give your hands to
struggle." —Sweet Honey In the Rock
This is the season when we traditionally remember to give to people other
than ourselves. The Salvation Army
Santas are outside of the stores, and there
are boxes in the dorms for us to drop our
contributions of food and clothing for
the needy. I support this sort of effort,
and others that appear throughout the
year, since I am always in favor of giving
to those who have less than we do.
However, I have begun to feel that I'm
not actually doing much of anything for
charity. In the supermarket, I usually
pull off one of the tickets to feed families
in this area. When the kids approach me
for money for the community center or
whatever it is, I usually buy a candy bar.
When the Girl Scouts are out, or there is
a box in my dorm, or any of these things,
I drop a little bit in. But I do it without
thinking. It's sort of a reflex: see a charity,
give a little bit if you can.

Of course, this is better than doing
nothing at all. But I feel uncomfortable
with giving to others as a reflex. If I only
give in a stimulus response fashion, I
won't remember to give to other people
when I don't havea stimulus. In fact, I am
far less likely to give to charity after the
holidays, because fewer people ask me
to. People don't need any less in February than they do in December, but if
they're needy, they get a lot less.
My giving doesn't really mean a lot if
I don't have to think about what I'm
doing. If I don't make a conscious choice
and take some effort to give to other
people, what I'm doing isn't going to
make a permanent difference in their
lives. Time is a lot harder to give than
money, for some strange reason. I guess
it seems like it takes more out of my life
to give of my time than it does to give of
my money. But for the same reason, I
think that it's more important to take the
time to giveof yourself to the people who
really need you. Mind you, here I am
saying all of this, and I don't do much of
anything to "give of my time to people
continued on page five

to clarify... shopping period
Thereare a few points regarding Stacy Curwood'sShopping Period articlein thel
Nov. 21 College News (page 1) which must be clarified.
First of all, it is important to note that the new one week shopping period is an
add period. There will be a three week drop period as there has always been.
In addition, one concern about shopping, namely, Penn classes, should not be
a problem, as Perm starts classes before Bryn Mawr next semester. This should give
all those shopping Penn classes a chance to decide if they are able to take them
before tri-co classes even begin. This factor is one that influenced the decision to
try the abbreviated shopping period.
•. t ti

I N In i r • ■
J
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Choose Your Own
Adventure:
SALAD
Noday could end badly if she made
this good chotee for dinner, she
hoped, and she smiled as if she
meant it. She made a huge salad
but felt like shedeserved it. Maybe
she would even throw in a bowl of
cereal. She was pretty hungry.
Then she got up and went to

yypRK(p.5)-

Snatch!
gets smutty
continued from page 1

*
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Union rallies many workers, few students
continued from p.l
When asked about the lack of student
participation, senior Ruth Jennison of
ISO commented: This just reflects the
lack of student/ worker solidarity."
The demonstration consisted of a
march from Goodhart to Pern Arch where
several union members made speeches
about the importance of unions and
questioning Bryn Mawr's commitment

to social justice. George Wright, from the
Carpenters Union who has been one of
the main leaders of the informational
picket of Bryn Mawr, started by pointing
out that because the day was Pearl Harbor Day, he likened this attack on the
labor movement to Japan's attack against
stration. The silence of the college was
noticed by the union members. "Just be-

cause you refuse to acknowledge us
doesn't mean that we're not here," George
Wright announced, 'We're going to stay
here until the job is done, as a reminder
that union labor can get the job done
faster and with higher quality results.''
Likewise, no one from Wohlsen construction was on hand to comment on the
demonstration.

The Union Speaks
MESSAGE FROM THE UNION PICK[TERS:
In case you didn't meet the picketers
ver the past week or so, the following
ieces appeared on two flyers they were
assing out to students and faculty they
let. Please write to the College News at
ox C-l 716 with any responses you have
these flyers' appearance here.

understanding. Zoe and Jenn reassured
us that all of the submissions were pretty
ryn Mawr College
much self-explanatory and could be unforld Class College
derstood by the average lay woman. We
r
then asked where they had gotten the
ist Another Greedy Institution?
idea for this 'zine. Jenn explained that
she had written a story for Verve (the
Bryn Mawr has decided to answer our
severely underfunded Bryn Mawr ficppeals for fair wages by lying about
tion mag), which had been deemed too
rc>rk previously done on campus, sayrisque for their publication. Then Jenn
ig, "the Marion Park Science Center
and Zoe spoke to Dorothy Allison about
nd... Rockerfeller [sfc.J Hall were done
the paucity of good lesbian erotica. Alliy all-union contractors." We have proof
son had said that most lesbian erotica is,
tut
this is not true.
quite frankly, boring and lovey-dovey.
In
a recent article published in 77K
Allison suggested creating a smut 'zine
ollege
News, the administration has
so that Zoe and Jenn would have a speaimed that the non-union contractor's
cific non-academic medium in which to
id for the new library project was about
write. Since neither Zoe nor Jenn seemed
million dollars lower than those reintimidated by writing about sex, it would
be a chance for them to foray into a leived by Union companies. We chal;nge the administration to support that
slightly different genre.
mtention with facts.
So of course, we were chomping at the
The Union contractors made substanbit (subtly, of course) to find out what exlal
concessions in order to meet Bryn
actly had been submitted to this fledgia
wr's
demands, but your administraling literary effort. After all, since this
on
chose
to give the project to the lowhad been deemed respectable by Dorothy
st
bidder,
with no concern for the qua 1 Allison, we could talk about Snatch, in a
y of work. As observed in The College
mature way without girlishly giggling
jews, "that big hole in the ground in
into our tea. We wondered if the submisack of Thomas... [is] not exactly a flurry
sions might provide a window into the
f activity." Is that the type of "quality
steamy fantasies of the Bi-Co commurork" that you are spending your tuinity. Jenn said the submissions were not
on dollars on?
extremely smutty. "Lots of vanilla heterBryn Mawr is not an impoverished
osex," she disclosed. However, Snatch
kstitution.
It has an estimated $218 milhad no problem getting submissions. In
fact, they had received so many pieces
that they will have to edit many of them
to fit them all in. It turns out that very few
people put their nameson their pieces, so
the Bi-Co community is not so open after this quotation came from theclassic erotic
all. Jenn and Zoe regret the large number book, The Story of O. She explained that
of anonymous submissions, because this was not meant to objectify women,
anonymity makes the work seem unnec- but merely depicted a story of the menessarily illicit. From the submissions tality of a willing slave and that they
where the authors are known, there are purposefully balanced the message
slightly more women than men, and there flyers, pairing the voice of a female slave
are more heterosexual than homosexual with the picture of the dominatrix. Furstories and poems. Jenn and Zoe said thermore, Zoe and Jenn clarified that
that very little was really smutty. In fact, they were trying to put out a smut magaZoe mused, "I had hoped there would be zine to get away from any ideas of being
more forays into the more marginal forms PC. They had actually expected the flyers
of sex. I had wanted people to get away to outrage the puritans on campus, but
from romance and into sex. Wehad hoped either they're (we're?) all sitting in their
for more pieces on violence or bondage rooms shocked into silence, refusing to
in sex, as well as more lesbian or gay participate on such a sex-crazed campus,
pieces." Both Jenn and Zoe felt that a lot or they've seen it all before. We also
of the submissions were more sensual asked if the magazine would have any
than sexy, although they admitted that safe sex message. Both Jenn and Zoe felt
many were quite beautiful. We at the that the campus is already doing a good
College News felt Snatch's frustration, job of teaching about safe sex. Zoe said
since we know what it's like when people "It's not our job to educate people, it's
don't write on what we want them to our job to turn them on!". Jenn and Zoe
write on.
hope that Snatch will help to stimulate
Megan, of course, wondered if Snatch free and open dialogue on both camwas seeking to objectify women. She was puses about sex. They also want Snatch
concerned about the flyer, which had a to be "a good read". They hope they will
border with a woman's voice saying be able to print enough issues so they can
something to the effect of: "Whip me, put them in all campus bathrooms.
beat me, dominate me, make me bleed".
Zoe and Jenn are funding this whole
Megan wanted to know what Jenn and operation out of their own pockets, and
Zoe felt about these feminist concerns. they are going to have to charge a small
Zoe explained to wide-eyed Megan that

lion endowment fund, and recently raised
an additional $91 million through its
Agenda for the Future campaign. Rather
than using that money wisely to insure
that you receive the very best facilities, it
has opted to try to save money at your
expense. It has hired the cheapest contractor available rather than investing
your money in a quality construction
company that would provide you with
the first class library to which you are
entitled. It has often been noted that you
get what you pay for. Bryn Mawr's construction policies are proof of that adage!
Please tell Bryn Mawr College to use
ResponsibleContractors that pay the area
wages and standards.
Thank you for your support.
The construction workers of Montgomery County.
Our Children are tommorow's students.

Hire local workers. Support community
trade people.

express their individuality and to assert
their independence. The unionized construction industry has long welcomed
women and minorities into its ranks. In
the Philadelphia area, the Building Trades
Unions have trained and referred to
employment in excess of 90% of the
women and minorities in the industry.
With mat record of equal opportunity employment behind it the construction unions must question Bryn
Mawr's election to utilize contractors
who cannot boast of such successes ia
its treatment of women and minorities.
Why does Bryn Mawr ignore these standards when it comes to construction on
their campus?
The building Trades Unions have a
oomittment to provide employment
opportunities to men and women alike
by training and referring on a totally
non-discriminatory basis. Our success in
this field is well known and readily acknowledged.
We ask you support for those egalitarian principles. Express your dissatisfaction with your college's failure to utilize
contractors who adhere to those employment practices that are so critical to the
continued advancement of women and
minorities in this vital and growing segment of the workforce.

SOLIDARITY ONCE ACAIN
Thank you for your support.
Students ofBRYN MAWR COLLEGE,
you constitute a diverse but unified group
of idealists bent upon changing the
world? You recognize that the workplace
is a blank canvas upon which you paint
your future, one filled with endless
opportunities.
That workplace provides the best
opportunity for men and women to

fee for copies. They only have two other
women are helping them to put it together, although a few men did offer to
be photo editors (typical, think Jenn and
Megan of the predictably anti-male College News). However, Jenn hopes next
semester they can get bi-co funding.
Overall, both Jenn and Zoe are surprised
that they have not received any negative
comments about Snatch. Zoe remarked,
almost wistfully: "We thought we'd offend a lot more people than we did."
Finally, Zoe and Jenn let us sample a
few submissions to see just exactly what
kind of material to expect. One piece was
a story about an S & M relationship between a mother and a son. We both
thought it was pretty gross, and it made
us wonder if people really do have S & M
dungeons in their basements. We were
assured by Zoe that this piece, which she
wrote, was the most smutty in the collection. The other piece was a lesbian fantasy which involved women with vaginal secretions that seemed to resemble
Niagara Falls, but which was still pretty
sexy. We also got to flip through the
photographic submissions, which were
not risque at all, but were quite sensual
and artsy. O'er all, we recommend that
all Mawrters (even future members of
the prudish club that Jenn and Megan are

Montgomery County Building Trades
Committee
Affiliate of the AFL-CIO
Labor Donated
Our Children are tomorrow's students

heading up next semester), purchase a
copy of Snatch. You just might learn
something; we know we did. After we
finished our interview, we went off to
share some nachos, and to wonder if we
were abnormal because we didn't fantasize about sex with dogs, our relatives or
even our customs people.

Choose Your Own
Adventure: SLEEP
She reached over to reset her alarm: She
had studied last night, and she could
always make it up later. She tossed in
bed feeling guilty for skipping it. She
got up when the alarm screamed again.
She was unable to sleep well; she felt
her thighs expanding. She sat on the
side of the bed and almost fainted at the
sight of herself from that angle. She
would have to remember that her thighs
made her nose look gargantuan from
the side. She got out of bed and knew
that this morning she would need severe preparation before anyone Could
see her. She decided that she better hurry
and get going and sulked toward the
SHQWER.(P.4)

i i
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Choose Your Own
Adventure: SPAGHETTI

continued from page 2
who really need me," but it's a principle
I am starting to remember to integrate
into my life again.
I think that if people give of their time
consistently, it begins to make more sense
why we are helping other people. They
become more real to us, and we can start
to look at people in need as human beings
much like ourselves, rather than as the
anonymous recipients of our charity.
People should volunteer their time, if
for no other reason than that it will help
to combat the Contract With America.
The people who benefit from volunteer
services are the same ones who are being
most hurt by the effects of this Contract.
Welfare reform is punishing rather than
aiding the poor. Women are losing the
right to reproductive freedom. Inner city
children are in danger of losing their
teachers. And so on.
Giving intentionally makes our giving
more powerful. We no longer reach out
to others simply because someone puts a Yet another beautiful shoot of scenic, frozen Bryn Motor thanks to Kara Goggins
bucket in front of us. If we make an
intentional choice to give to other people,
A J
*
C
11
1
*

She decided that she was going to ea
whatever she wanted tonight as a kin<
of experiment. She could always take
care of it later if her thighs showed t hi
butter too much. It started out funny
but she found herself less and lesseage
to eat it. She was hungry, though. Sh«
thought that maybe this would be OK
She knew that her body needed sonu
substance; she just hoped this wasn'
too much. Soon (she had been eatind
the whole time and felt gluttonous) shi
had to move her fat self (the old sen t i
ments were back) into the kitchen an<|
gettoWORK(p.5).

/^\

*

wecanbebuildingacoalitiontochange AClVlCe iTOm ail OlCl aiKl WISG (f) SeillOr

the world. When we give because we
made a choice to do so, we are connecting ourselves in a more personal way
with other people who are giving. I believe firmly that there is enough food,
shelter, work, and whatever it is in this
world that no one should have to take
away from others to honestly have everything they need for a happy and fulfilling life. If we give intentionally, we are
making a statement that we believe in
this principle, and we give an example to
other people that they, too, can have the
freedom to give to others.
Maybe I'm far too idealisitic, bu 11 think
that if more and more people reach out to
help those around them on a personal
level (even if they are still giving in the
supermarket or a box in their dorm), we
will be able to change the world for the
better. And, of course, if we keep changing the world for the better, eventually
the concept of charity will be obsolete,
because everyone will have enough....

by Julia Alexander
I think it's finally hit that time of the
year again. The time when I look at the
needsofmybodyasa major impediment
to getting my work done. I get annoyed
at the need to shower, eat, or, heaven
forbid, sleep. It isn't that I don't like my
body, although I am imbued with the
Western media that insists that I must
hate this flesh in which my soul resides.
It's that my body is like a two year old,
always needing something that distracts
me from what I really need to be doing....
Anyhow, this is another one of those
senior advice letters to everyone else, as
though you couldn't figure things out
just as well or better for yourself.
First, try to avoid skipping meals if
you can, because you really won't be able
to think clearly with no food in you stomach. (Not incidentally, it will really piss
off the person who sits next to you in
exams if your stomach is constantly
growling so loudly that they can't con-

Choose Your Own Adventure: SHOWER
She took her towel and all the toiletries she could manage. Before she got into the
showershe brushed her teeth with her super toothpaste that not only cleanses but
repels all food stkkage. In the shower she washed her hair with shampoo that
will make her hair bounder, shinier, and more vibrant. She uses conditioner to
style her hair easily. Then, with a special lotion-like soap and steel scrub, she
buffs her body to make her skin glow and feel softer by removing all those unnecessary layers of skin. As she buffs her legs she realizes that they need a shave.
She swears they get prickly after five minutes. What a curse this body hair has
been! Body hair what is it good for? She scrubs her face with lotions to keep the
skin free of blemishes, one of her greatest nightmares (that comes true far too
often), and to make the skin wrinkle-free and toucheably soft. She wishes she had
time for a mask every morning, but she makes do with having that as her
nighttime ritual. She dries off and applies more lotion to her face, arms, and
hands to keep the sun from causing any wrinkles and to prevent sunburn. It is
such a pain to have to cover up a sunburn! Quickly but carefully she dries her
bounder, shinier, more vibrant hair. She hurries back to her room before anyone
can see her, but they never do; everyone else is still asleep. She covers her face
in her natural foundation to cover what the buffing missed and does her eye
make-up meticulously, including mascara that extends her eyelashes so that
when she "bats" they create wind. She applies her eyebrows meticulously
(careful not to look too done up)that she has recently thinned with tweezers so
that they form the perfect arch to frame her eyes, which are painted for a large and
innocent effect. Her lipstick and liner make her lips pouty and full. She studied
the mirror and lets out a small sigh of relief. The natural look is''in" this season.
Feeling pretty good she makes for the dining hall for breakfast
WHAT'S ON HER PLATE: MELONS, WATER, YOGURTCp^torEAN^AKES,
IVICEEGC-S,SAVSAGE(p,9)?

centrate.) If you can't make it to the cards were mostly from a book that has
dining hall, there's nothing that says you slipped into the netherworlds of Ludcan't live for a week on what you get out dington Library? I didn't think so!)
of the vending machines and at the Cafe.
Something neat I learned recently: did
Second, on the matter of sleep. Have a you know that there is an arrangement of
contest to see how long you can go with- comfortable chairs in Canaday? It's on
out pulling an all-nighter. If you think the third floor, near the windows that
you will absolutely have to pull one, try face the Campus Center, on the side
to push it off until your last night here, opposite the stairway. They add a whole
since you can sleep at home. I learned the new dimension of enjoyment to doing
hard way that you should never,
your reserve reading....
ever, ever go into an exam after never, If you get the chance, go out
pulling more than one all-nighter: ever, ever land do something nice for your
trust me, you don't want to fall go into an friends, to make up for the fact
asleep in you exam. Your profs
that you're stressed out and
will notice in the quality of your exam after snappish, and don't have the
pulling time to talk to them anymore....
work.
If you do have to pull an all- more than Don't feel guilty about procrasnighter, it's helpful tobe with other
tinating unless you have fewer
one all- than
people who are also awake. This
twenty-four hours to finwill help keep you alert and mov- nighter
ish your exams and papers.
ing. The computing center will
Takingcareof yourself isn't proopen around the clock if they can keep it crastination, it's taking care of yourself!
staffed; Canaday and the Campus CenTry to manage your time so that you
ter will be open until two; and you can get things done in a reasonable fashion.
always get together with friends in some- If you have more than one paper, make a
one's room.
deadline for the first one early in the
If you are planning on eating pizza exam period, and stick to it. The same
during the course of your all-nighter, goes for exams. Personally, I prefer to get
remember that most places will be closed the exams out of the way as soon as I can,
by one, and the quality of pizza at the A- because there isn't a lot you're going to
Plus is spotty at best. Other options for learn in a week anyhow.
food are Dunkin' Donuts and anything
Speaking of exams, if you haven't
you remember to get ahead of time.
proctored yet, sign up to do it the next
Here's some more advice I learned the time you see the sign-ups. It's not a hard
HA RD way: never ever return your books job, it gives you three hours to sit alone
to the library (especially Luddington and either study or relax. And it helps
Library in Bryn Mawr) if you think there other people to have self-scheduled exis the remotest chance that you might ams.
want to use them again within a month.
If you're leaving here on a train or
Even if you have notecards from it, and plane, make certai n that you know where
no one else would ever want to use the you put your tickets: tape them securely
book (as proven by the fact that no book- to your door, if you think that will help.
store in the area owns it) it might very Also, make sure that you have a way of
well disappear never again to be found getting to whatever site you're taking
once it's out of your hands....
further transportation from, and that you
Remember that even if you don't per- will have all your work done in time to
sonally have a lot of work to do, there are get out of here on time.... (Main Line limo
doubtless people in your d orm who have will not wait for you to hand in your
more work to do than they can possibly paper before they leave.)
finish before they have to go home. So be
Finally, try to clean up your room
very nice to them, and don't make any before you lea ve. I have done this several
more noise than you really have to, even times before I left for winter break, and I
if it isn't quiet hours. (Do you really want invariably forgot that I managed to find
to face the wrath of a senior who has just the time before I left. It's a really pleasant
discovered that not only did she lose a surprise to return to campus with a clean
bunch of her notecards, but that the note- room, all nicely put away and orderly.
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Choose Your Own
Adventure:
MELON, WATER,
YOGURT
She was so proud of herself for choosing the healthy.breakfast. It put her
in a good mood, and she felt ready to
face the day. She smiled and said
hello as she munched on her one slice
of melon and her moderate bowl of
yogurt (She only ate half just to be
safe.). She said hello to everyone,
even the women that she usually
thought were prettier. Today she
thought she just might be able to
compete. With that thought she
headed off to class.
In class her head bobbed, but she
was careful not to look stupid. She
was just so tired. She couldn't have
cared about what the professor was
saying even if she tried. She got as far
as reading the headline of the article:
"Smoking Yourself Skinny." Her
mind was vetoed by her stomach.
It was making noises. She found,
though, that if she tightened herstomach muscles and pushed her belly
against the desk, the noises would
stop. She didn't know why it worked,
but it did. It took concentration, but
the alternative would be too embarrassing.
DOES SHE RUN TO A-f(p.lO) OR
GO TO HER IANE FONDA
WORKOUT(p.8)?

Humanities or sciences? Why make a choice?
plaining to me about this. I know that it
drives
me crazy, because this is a good
continued from page one
chemistry lab (no particular pun inpart
of
the reason that funding keeps
tended)?
How
many
t.v.miniseries
have
history isabout learning names and dates,
getting
cut
to the humanities. (How many
you
seen
about
thermodynamic
theory?
and because they can do this, they have
been forced to learn history. To tell the How many Bugs Bunny cartoons... But high school chemistry classes are taught
by the school's football coach? I know
truth, that would be like saying that sci- you get my point.
However, there's another side to this. that at least half of my high school huence was about learning vocabulary or
formulae, and if you learn to do that, you In middle school and grade school, I manities classes were taught by sports
coaches.) If people know more
have learned science. It isn't
about the humanities, it's not
that easy for physics, and itj
Maybe the problem is that the humanities do
isn't that easy for history. Alii better p.r. ...How many romance novels have you because they're getting more
time or energy, at least not on
of these disciplines depend on
read set in a chemistry lab?
the level of the public schools. I
learning upper level theory. I
can probably make a good showing in found science inherently more interest- don't know why it is, but that isn't the
science if what we're talking about is ing than history, as taught in the schools. reason.
Boy, this thing turned out really
common vocabulary and formulae, and Maybe I was exceptionally lucky in the
preachy.
I'd like it if people were to rethe same with science majors and com- teachers I had, but my memories of math
spond
to
this
(in articles to the'Neu*, not
mon names and dates. Pretty much ev- and science are of doing things, and being
in
hate
mail
to
me) so that we can get
involved.
I
experienced
science
as
someeryone knows what I'm talking about if I
mention either E=mc2 or George Wash- thing exciting, interesting, and produc- somedialoguegoingand work for underington. But a lot of people would be lost tive. My early memories of history classes standing. I've always thought that all of
if I started talking about things more s involve sitting still, or playing eraser the disciplines were the same on one
specific to any given discipline. For in- hockey with my neighbor. 1 still chose level or another, and that there should be
stance, if I were to ask you to talk about history over science, but it was in spite of, some way that we could all feel comfortthe impact of cliometric interpretations rather than because of my teachers. (I'd able taking classes of any sort. Maybe my
on the history of American slavery, how like to add that my high school history assumption that most people feel commany of you would a, know what I was teachers were far better, although his- fortable taking humanities classes is
talking about, and b, be able to mention tory remained a subject where we mainly wrong, and I hope someone will point it
sat and took notes, and science was still out if I am. But I haven't felt like I bea seminal work on the subject?
Maybe the problem is that the hu- the time when we got up and did things.) longed in a science classroom since the
I don't know what I can say to con- eighth grade, and it wasn't because I lost
manities do better p.r. How many romance novels have you read set in a vince all of the people who keep com- my interest in science.

Choose Your Own Adventure: WORK

Shecould hardly stand tolookat allot thisfood: Tub o'this, Tub o'that. Everything came out of boxes and went into squares.
She couldn't believe that they made containers this big. The thought was absolutely disgusting. Her mutated reflection in
the cottage cheese was almost too much to bear. When she turned and saw that same strange face in the grease on the grill,
it was too much to bear. She left work saying she was sick (the manager agreed she looked worn out) and headed for her
dorm. She had work to do.
DOESSHE BRING THIGHMASTER TO THE COMPUTER CENTER (p.l DOR GOTO WORK WITH HERCLASSSTUDY
GROUP(p.l2))?

New Leaders Take Over Bryn Mawr
by Jenn Hogan
Many women come to Bryn Mawr with the idea that spending four years at a
women's college will allow them to work on their leadership skills without having
to share the spotlight with men. However, some where along the way this idea
seemed to get lost, leaving many Bryn Mawrters complaining of a leadership crisis:
nobody wants to get involved. The students of this school, which was seen by J. Edgar
Hoover as a hotbed of liberalism and potentially dangerous, can sometimes seem like
prisoners in an ivory tower, unwilling to take part in the outside world. Now, there
seem to be some sparks of a revival of activism and leadership here at Bryn Mawr.
I decided to speak with some of the younger up and coming leaders of some of the
more visible activist and leadership groups to get their ideas on a possible leadership
renaissance in the Bryn Mawr community.
First, I decided to speak to Sheenu Jalla and Dawn Kamalanthan, both from class
of "97. Sheenu, the current SGA vice-president, and Dawn have tried to nurture the
young leaders of Bryn Mawr by creating the campus organization Empowering
Women on Campus, or EWOC. The goal of EWOC is to teach women leadership
skills and to foster discussion between different groups on campus. Sheenu and
Dawn would like to see a new community service office on campus which would not
only facilitate Mawrters' searches for community service involvement, but could
have space for all campus groups to keep club materials so as to facilitate changes in
leadership in clubs from year to year. They pointed to the example of CIVIC, an
umbrella organization at Swarthmore which helps all groups on campus get organized, and provides information on how to set goals, get funded for their needs, and
deal with burn out, among other things.
I asked Sheenu and Dawn what they thought were the big issues with which
Mawrters need to deal in terms of getting involved. Dawn started by saying, "I'm
sick of freshmen saying I'm going to get involved in activities next year. People need
to start getting involved freshmen year." Sheenu added, "A lot of organizations have
trouble maintaining continuity. Many groups have to reinvent the wheel every four
years. This is why we need a better resource center on campus." Sheenu and Dawn
would like to see more students take an active role in campus organizations instead
of just waiting to be told what to do. They also pointed out that many students enter
Bryn Mawr with a lot of high ideals about what they are going to change but then they
get here and are discouraged easily. Dawn and Sheenu remind students that small
victories are key. Finally, the best way to learn organization and leadership skills is
to plunge right in. Taking a part in anything from joining a club to running a social
event in your dorm can teach you a lot.
Moving on from EWOC, I noticed that a lot of the campus activity that is going on
seems to form around issue oriented, quasi-political groups. These organizations
including the BMC Greens, AIDS Service Network, Democratic Socialist Association,
and the Women's Unity and Action Center seem to be making a lot of waves on
campus. I spoke to Nell Crawford, class of *98, who is very involved in the rebirth
of the Women's Center. This year the goal of the Women's Unity and Action Center
or WUAC is to move and revitalize the Women's Center so it can serve as a center of
activism on campus. Another big project on the Women's Center is organizing is the
Bryn Mawr delegation to Feminist Expo "96 sponsored by the Feminist Majority with

the theme of envisioning our feminist future. Nell does not see herself as much as a
leader as merely a concerned student. She got involved in activism because "When
I first came to Bryn Mawr, I thought it would be a lot more active". She thinks the
biggest problem Bryn Mawr faces is that students don't have time for political
activism. Still, she thinks that the Women's Center has much potential to reinvigorate
the Bryn Mawr activist community as long as people take advantage of it. She
remarked: "The women's center can only go as far as the women of Bryn Mawr allow
it to go." Still, Nell is very impressed with this year's freshmen class because they
have been extremely active in the fight for a new Women's Center.
Marisa Gutparak, also class of '98, head of AIDS Service Network or ASN is also
very impressed with the freshmen class. This year the ASN has sponsored anonymous HP/ testing, and a variety of programs for World AIDS Day. Marisa commented that the attendance for this year's speaker on World AIDS day increased
greatly from last year. Similarly, ASN was able to raise over $300 for an AIDS charity
through their raffle, and over 45 students were tested for HIV when anonymous
testing was brought to Bryn Mawr. Marisa pointed out that people don't have to
commit a huge amount of time in order to get involved in an activity. For example,
she pointed out that people who were not normally involved in ASN volunteered
their time to make ribbons and woman the tables for World AIDS Day. She also
pointed out that ASN goes to a We the People, an organization in Philadelphia giving
free meals and services to people with AIDS twice a month. She said students who
don't have a lot of time could come only once or twice.
Jessica Shearer, class of '98, Member at Large in SGA and founder of the BMC
chapter of the Democratic Socialist Association or DSA thinks coalition building is
key in encouraging activism on campus. DSA is working on various projects
including labor organization, immigrant organization, and voter registration. Jessica says that she joined SGA be cause: "The organization frustrated me." She feels
that SGA needs to be more responsive to the students needs for it foster change at the
school. She remarked: "A lot of people came to Bryn Mawr because it seemed progressive, and I am feeling a sense of overwhelming frustration that SGA is not a
progressive body." Jessica encouraged more students to be "explicitly political, and
to take advantage of our freedom while we're here." Jessica also remarked that the
class of '99 has been very involved in DSA.
Natalie, class of '98 and Leslie Surbeck, class of '97 and a transfer from Oklahoma
State University are the heads of BMC Greens. Natalie and Leslie found themselves
in charge after the core members of BMC Greens graduated. This year BMC Greens
are focusing on educating the Bryn Mawr community about environmental issues.
This semester BMC Greens has sponsored an information session on nuclear energy
and sent students to the Students Environmental Action Coalition conference.
Natalie thinks that many students get turned off by environmentalism because they
are turned off by radical environmentalism. She commented: "It seems that a lot
of people on campus don't know about the environmental problems of the world."
She also remarked that the BMC Greens mailing list consists almost exclusively of
freshmen.
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Why you should masturbate
by Liz Lincoln
As we move into the twenty-first century, people are becoming more aware of masturbation and its benefits, especially for
women. It is finally being recognized that there are substantial benefits for a woman's; mental and physical health when she chooses
to engage in masturbation. It is considered
healthy, normal, safer than sexual intercourse
and, as Woody Allen said in his movie Ajmie ___
,
,
. HalL "Hey, don't knock masturbation. It's sex
with someone I love."
WOim Can D3ief it JJSt
The word masturbation comes to the En- .
«^ ■. Tt-V-n— 8nsn language from Latin. It is derived from
the word mastuprate. meaning "to practice dS 111X11 IXUlUlHSLUrra
self-abuse." It is easy to see why, with a word
origin like this, masturbation was so long f ifTlr^TTFri r?=riT J!rc\XTfr\ considered to be such a negative practice.
During the Victorian Era, anything sexual
was highly taboo. Many negative beliefs were
t
held about people who practiced masturba- (.UlSOntHTGLl'L ELQlltTB tion regularly. It was thought to cause everything from skin diseases to insanity or, in
, ■,, •rr.rt7rt jz-cgnf worst_case scenarios, vaginal discharge!
Finally, in the twentieth century, the act of Ita^Llrttl-lUipaLOL^ QL masturbation is becoming accepted. There are
still those who feel that it is wrong, but it is t]T^T*rHrtTFys.
something talked about more often. As masturbation becomes a more discussed topic, it
is being discovered that it is something that is
truly beneficial to both men and women. In our society, since sex in general is a more acceptable subject when pertaining to men,
it is still not discussed as much in reference to women, but it needs to be. Women can benefit just as much from masturbation as men
can. And men can even benefit from the masturbation practices of their partners.
In the foreword to his book Human Autoerotic Practices. Manfred F. DeMartino lists over fifty benefits of masturbation. He
arranges the advantages into five different categories: Sexual— enhancing a woman's enjoyment of her sexual experiences;
Emotional-helping a woman
continued on page 8...

If you can't
say something nice. ..

^
by Elizabeth Hill
In keeping with the centerspread topic,
I decided to share with y'all some extracts
from a recent English assignment. This is
probably not in good taste and I advise
those who are squeamish about discussing their bodies (or other people's) to stop
RIGHT NOW and read a different article.
While reading Chaucer, we noticed (it's
hard not to notice) just how many terms
he has for various bodily parts and functions not normally discussed in polite society. To show us just how many such
terms we know, our professor assigned us
to pick one and compile as many euphemisms as
possible
who knew
for it.
WELL,
Class bethat a
very intercame
estinglast penis was week as
we
all also Called compared
results. It
, . ,
was very
1
but occa.
amusing, a kidneysionally scraper ?! embarrassingor
even disgusting (who knew that a penis was also
called a "kidney-scraper"?!). One thing
that struck us all was the huge numbers of
names for penises and male masturbation
as compared with those for vaginas and
female masturbation. However, I only
have space for a few favorites:
Penis: Dragon-love muscle, John Thomas (of course), one-eyed trouser snake,
Mr. Happy
Breasts: Toraloorals, headlights, bodacious ta-tas, umlauts
Masturbation (male): Shake hands with
the unemployed, date Rosey Palm and
her five sisters
Masturbation (female): Rick the switch,
she-bop, buttonhole
Ass: Rusty-dusty, labonza, nethercheeks
Menstruation: Rhubarb season arrived
today, bloody Mary, "Guess what?! I'm
not pregnant!", candy bar (!), my friend
from Idaho
Anyway, you get the idea. I now have
pages and pages of this stuff, which will
probably be discovered by, oh, say my
hypothetical future mother-in-law, who
will wonder what kind of pervert her son
is marrying.
So why do we feel compelled to euphemize? A quick survey of the laboring College News staff (all two of us currently in
the office) suggests that we worry about
what people will think of us if we don't.
Also that sometimes we just want to amuse
with our indirectly direct terminology.
Shame and pride seem to generate untold
new ways of mentioning the unmentionable (as I'm doing here, by cleverly dodging the words "penis," "vagina," etc.).
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Who's in charge
here, anyways ?
by Julia Alexander
What doyou think about your body?
Do you ever really notice it as you go
through your life?
Sometimes, I notice my legs when I
am walking, and marvel that they have
the power to carry me, mile after mile,
day after day.
Or I notice my hips in frustration as
I try to squeeze into a pair of jeans that
' are too small.
My hands can type so fast. Sometimes. Other times, they seem like they
have no idea of where anything I want
to say might be, and go wandering
around the keyboard typing things that
might make sense to them, but have no
bearing on what I want to talk about.
Most of the time, I don't think of my
body as being connected to myself. I
talk to it, and about it, as though it
were separate from whatever it is that
makes me me. I make frustrated bargains with it to stop cramps, or to stay
up later than I should, or to walk just
another block or two.... I feel betrayed
when my body falls down, or stops
working. I get angry when it insists on
sleeping longer than I have the time
for, or when it gets hungry when I
think I've eaten enough. I'm never certain of why it will give me headaches,
or why I will be exhausted when I
think I have fulfilled my side of the
deal by remembering to sleep and eat.
I sometimes stop and look at my
hands, or my face, and don't recognize
them as who I am as I go through my
days. I don't know what the "real" me
looks like, but most of the time, it isn't
like the body I walk through my days
in.
I clothe my body, and usually remember to feed and bathe it regularly.
I do what I can to keep it healthy. But
I don't usually take the time to remember that this is the place I live in. I think
sometimes that I have a deeper connection to my room than I do to my

body.
Part of that lies in the fact that I have
better control over what my room is like.
If I am careful, it won't get messy. If I get
tired of how it looks, I can rearrange the
furniture. I can decorate it with abandon.
I can get up and leave it. When I am here,
it is usually because I made a choice to be
here.
My body, on the other hand, is always
there, and far less under my control. Three
weeks out of five, my hormones take control of my emotions and my appetite and
my need for sleep. One week in five, my
body bleeds, and there's nothing I can do
to stop it. Somewhere between four to
eight hours in twenty four, I have to give
up all conscious control over what my
body does. And then it takes over that
most private space, my brain, and gives
me dreams that confuse me, or make me
angry, or just keep popping into my waking thoughts. My body can decide to be
attracted to people at the wrong times, in
the wrong places, or just plain to the wrong
people. And I have no control over this. I
can ignore it, but all of this is still going on.
If my room is in a mess, I can choose to
fix it, or to ignore it. If my ankle gets
sprained, or my heart starts thumping, it's
there all the time. I can't walk, or I can't
talk reasonably to the person involved.
The body gets to be in control....
You know, there are religious mystics
that have incredible control over their
bodies. They can fast for days and weeks
at a time, they can walk over hot coals.
Maybe I just want to be the one who's in
charge of my body. (Maybe I feel this way
because of the time of month, and I have
no particular control over a lot of my body
at the moment....).
It's interesting, how I could spend over
twenty years in this body and not know it
very well. I look at the kid I babysit, and he
can spend hours just figuring out what his
body can do. He will sit there, feeling how
his hands fit together, or how his tongue
feels against all the new teeth in his mouth.
continued on page eleven....
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Reviving Ophelh
Health Through Balan
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Laura Wheeler
(excerpts taken from a paper, edited and reproduced by meg(k

To say that [as] women [we] define ourselves, our se
is to ignore institutionalized structures that are transmi
sexual labels are means through which we are expecti
structures that are frequently
mized thinking. The notion of
Sexual ids
lematic for the feminist woman
sexual labels
to choose yet another way to
through whi
within a hetero/sexist, patriarorder to recover and reclaim
expected to <
outside of patriarchal conourselves ur
to conceptualize female sexu1 i near formula in which we are
oppressive I
categorization.
Patriarchal structures hinder that are f reqi:
open and loving ways, not only
acterized b>
rectly, but because even "in our
mized th
on some of the qualities of the
(Blasingame, p. 49). In a sense, whatever our primarjl
influences the way we all think about sexual politics. Foi
feminist bisexuality as a legitimate resistance to ins
bisexual women as "fence-sitters" and women who ar
woman-woman bond, and women who are not truly i
heterosexual privilege. If women-identified women i
personal sexualities, we will be a step closer to gender i
relatedness of personal histories is necessary in order to
is made up of our diverse and personal sexual historic
It is a proposed movement of difference because eacl
is a movement of fluidity and (the] reconceptualization
a web woven throughout our lives that has relatively ft
has termed] a lesbian continuum, which is "a range thi
identified experience"....This continuum allows for P :
women who might otherwise restrict their sexualities
sexual identity. The individual experiences of woi
are no longer caught up in a paradox tha* leave'
of bisexual.. .In a sense, we have opened ou r sexuaI
eroticism....
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What the hell is Carpal
Tunnel Syndrome?

dies
%

on Bodies

by Kathryn T. Kingsbury
I think it began my first year at Bryn
Ma wr—waking up in the morning with
a sliver of pain, source unknown, shifting about in my wrist. "It feels like a
sprain, or like I twisted it, or something.
It's a sharp pain," I'd tell my HA as she
dug to the bottom
of her first-aid kit
for rolled bandages.
The pain always came at the
most inconvenient times. I'd
be taking a break
from my halfwritten freshman
English paper—I
loathed the assignments,
clenched my fingers around my
pen like a fist,
clawed the words
onto paper so
hard that the paper would not
dare
scratch
ba c k — a nd,
stretching my fingers open to grab
my mug of water, a sudden
"Ouch!"
Ofcourse,Ihad
to keep on writing, despite the pain. Papers were due, and, besides, I was tough.
I wasn't going to let a little thing like
physical discomfort get in the way of my
academic survival—even if in the process
of survival, the pain simply worsened.
It wasn't until two years later that I
realized why the pain always came at the
most inconvenient times: it wasn't bad
luck or unfortunate coincidence. The act
ofwritingwasthecauseofmy discomfort.
This is how the realization occurred. I
sat down one morning with the intention
of finishing a Spanish paper by the end of
the day. I had been thinking about the
paper for weeks, but written nothing; it
would be due in a few days. I was excited
by the subject and, besides, I wanted the
thing over and done with. So, even when
I noticed around noon that my little finger
was completely numb, I kept writing. I
was not going to let discomfort get in the
way of intellectual discovery! Besides, I
figured, when I stopped writing, the pain
would go away—just as standing up cures
a dozing foot.
By six o'clock, I was almost done with
the paper. All I needed now was to type it
up. I decided to save that for the next day,
and went off to dinner, and then to hang
out all evening
in a friend's
room. While I
was flipping
through her copies of The Atlantic and Vogue, I
noticed that my
little finger still
hurt—it
felt
cramped and
stiff. More unexpected was
the pain shooting through my
wrist, the same pain that, to varying degrees, i had felt many times before.
"Hey," I said to my friend, "do you
think it has anything to do with writing
too much?"
"uh, probably."
Well, I thought, the sooner I got the
paper out of the way, the sooner my hand
could start to recuperate. I spent the next

day typing into my computer and revising the paper, taking breaks that were few
and tar between. After all, I wanted to get
this done with so that I could stop using
my hand so that it would stop hurting.
Stupid idea. When I woke up the next
day, I discovered that the pain had spread
to the left hand, as well, presumably due
to the stress
of intensive
typing. It
hurt to lift
my
telephone receiver, to
button my
clothes, to
use a knife
and fork to
cut my food.
It hurt to
write, too,
though I
continued
to take notes
in
my
classes.
That was,
after all,
why I was in
college,
wasn't it?
And,
of
course, I
couldn't
stop e-mailing on a
daily basis, though my arguments in favor of continuing that habit were a little
more flimsy.
Later that week, I was in the health
center asking for anything, anything, anything to stop the pain. The nurse wrapped
my wrists and told me to take some ibuprofen. Being barely able to move either
of my hands at all (hell, holding the steering wheel of my car on my way from
bwartnniuieuj i» yinvMwi umscu auinucn
pain I was in tears halfway down the Blue
Route), I asked her if I
should be concerned
about any serious, more
permanent damage.
"No," she said, "you'll
be fine. That stuff usually only happens to
older people."
"Well, aren't there
tests you could do to find
out?"
"Yes, but you don't need them. You'll
befine."
I was a little wary of the nurse's treatment of my individual case using only
statistics, rather than diagnostic tests. But
I accepted her word because, to be honest,
I didn't want to
think about the
possibility of
having a problem
that
couldn't
be
solved by ace
bandages and
Advil. It was
nearing the end
of the semester
now; all I
wanted to do
was get it over
with, with as
little hassle as possible involved. Besides,
what if it were true? How would that
transform my prospective career goals:
academic, journalist, author, sign language
interpreter? How many of my hobbies
would I have to give up: guitar, piano,
sewing? All of them? A diagnosis would
be the end of my plans for making a quilt
or learning to knit, so I decided to do as

I asked her if I
should be concerned about any
serious more permanent damage.
"No," she said,
"you'll be fine.
That stuff usually
happens to older
people"
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oduced by megan munson)
selves, our sexualities, our pattern! of loving on our own terms,
at are transmitted and reproduced \\ society. Sexual identity and
ve are expected to categorize ours>ives under these oppressive
haracterized by dichoto■xual identity and
"bisexuality" becomes probal labels are means in America because it asks her
identify and label herself
Dugh which we are chal structure of sexuality. In
:cted to categorize woman-identified sexuality
straints, it becomes necessary
selves under these ality as a process rather than a
ressive structures restricted by labels and false

are frequently charerized by dichotonized thinking.
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all women's ability to relate in
because they oppress us distruggle for equality we take
>nes we are fighting against"
our primary pattern of eroticism, internalized hetero/ sexism
|ial politics. For instance, many lesbian communities do not accept
stance to institutionalized hetero$eXUality. Some lesbians see
■romen who are not really devoted \Q the idea of legitimizing the
ire not truly committed to feminism because of their exposure to
ied women can accept the ability of women to define our own
er to gender and sexual equality. A mobilization based on interry in order to form an alliance of woman-identified feminists that
sxual histories without labeling us.
> because each woman's way of relating to sexuality is unique. It
leptualization of ideas. It entails identifying sexuality as a process,
is relatively few boundaries...[and involves what Adriunne Rich
s "a range throughout each woman's life and history of womanlallows for fl- ';dity jn sexual expression among woman-identified
ir sexualities to -omply with the implications of a male-defined
•sofwo.
ho I,,veand relate sexually to both women and men
feel
► leave'
ing undefined and invalidated under the label
s
r sexual
toancr -linear experienceof woman-identified
continued on page nine....

As it stands now, I
can type or write for
about half-an-hour a
day, depending on how
many breaks I take.

the nurse instructed: ignore it.
But while in school in New Mexico that
summer, the problem arose again, and
just as painfully. Not having the same
kind of access to a health center as I do at
Bryn Ma wr, I continued to ignore the problem. I coped by revising my final papers
fewer times than I otherwise would have
done, and by dropping the habit of taking
notes in every class.
When summer school was over, I figured I would give my hands a good few
weeks rest. There were no papers to turn
in, no notes to take. I read lists of books
and watched too much TV. But even at the
end of those few weeks, I still felt weird
tingly feelings and, alternately, numbness
in my fingers, as well as cramps in the
palms of my hands.
I visited my HMO and was diagnosed
as having carpal tunnel syndrome, a cumulative trauma disorder (CTD) that
causes damage to the nerve bundle that
carries messages back and forth between
the brain and most areas of the hand and
wrist. (The problem with my little finger
was due to another CTD, as carpal tunnel
syndrome does not affect the nerves in
that finger.)
I was told to stop typing for a few weeks
(not that I'd been doing much typing recently, anyway), take mega-prescription
doses of ibuprofen (which numbs the pain
and decreases swelling), and wait to see if
the pain went away. I was told that if the
pain went away, i could start using my
hands again, but only with frequent breaks.
I should adjust the height of my desk or
chair so that my elbows are the same
height as the keyboard. I should not bend
my wrists when I type. I should get an
ergonomic keyboard.
If the pain didn't go away, well, then—
I shouldn't type until it does.
As it stands now, I can type or write for
about half-an-hour a day, depending on
how many breaks I take. And it is good to
Know tnat t>ryn Ma wr will pay for a typist
for those
who have
doctorcertified
hand injuries .
Buttheinstitution
might
save a lot
o
f
money—
and ensure that students will continue to be productive after they graduate—by taking
the steps to ed ucate the community about
CTDs before too many of its members
develop them.
For example, in computing center orientations, students might learn not only
learn how to use the computers, but also
how not to use them: i.e., what postures to
avoid, how hands should be placed in
relation to thebody and the keyboard, etc.
They might also learn warm-up exercises
to do before typing and during breaks (it
sounds corny, but warm-ups do prevent
many hand injuries).
The staff at the health center might also
benefit from learning more about CTDs.
Age is not the only risk-factor for developing CTDs; stress and frequent repetitive
activity (like typing), both of which abound
at Bryn Mawr, also contribute to the development of these problems.
Until this happens, watch out for yourself. Take frequent short breaks when
typing. (A good time to do this is every
time the automatic save appears on the
screen, if the computer you use has that
function.) Calm down. (T'ai chi and
chamomile tea help.) And if your body
hurts, listen to it. Before it gets worse.

If the pain didn't go
away, well, then—I
shouldn't type until
it does.
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Choose Your
Own Adventure.
JANE FONDA
he attempts to mirror the body on the
Teen, but she can't. Her head swims a
ttle and she coughs, wondering if she is
itching a cold. She jumped, pumped and
icked for an hour and a half and thought
tat she could stop now. She was really
?eling slow now. She decides to skip
inch and take a nap.
After an hour, she runs errands and
eads for work at dining services, anoyed she has to go already. Being around
tat much food can't be good for anyone.
When she and the other students had
nished preparing for dinner they sat
own to eat and she is faced with the
hoice again.
MATS ON HER PLATE: SALAD NOj
)RESSING. WATER(p.3) OR S^Ai

HETTI. CARUC BREAD, SQUP
IE(p.4)?

><
>/■

Ac:
\

ChooseYour Own
Adventure.GO TO BED
he's in a hurry to go to bed. After all, hoi
an she look good without her beaut
eep? She goes to the bathroom an
/ashes off her makeup-masked face wit
er Oil of Olay foam wash. She then ust
er Clinique Clarifying Lotion no. 2 t
^moveany flaky skin. Afterbrushinghe
sth, she puts on her Renew Revitalizin
loisturizer. Finally when she's done, sh
uts her silk Victoria Secret pajamas an
oestobed.
Finally asleep, she dreamt she didn
Iven have a decent figure. She was n
>nger a size 9 (she had thought nine wa
ad), but a 12. Her beautiful long Won
liny hair, was now short dark brown an
izzy. She was no longer 57", she ha
mink and become 5'2" Her eyes weren
>nger bright blue they were a very dar
rown—so dark she couldn't even see he
upils. Her dream had become a nigh
tare; that woman would not be in an
lagazine. She was horrified; that simpl
'ouldn't do.
When she awoke, she let out a sigh i
elieve. She sat on the side of her bed. Hi
larm had not gone off yet. She looked i
tie mirror and then it happened: Theeyt
n what had been her face this mornin
pened wide, rounding. An indifferei
mile reached ear to unpierced ear witl
ut effort. She caught a glimpse of hi
pper lip and noticed that the hair wa
one. She would never have to Nair
gain. Her face was pink and rouge; all
er skin was pale and tan. All thosl
reams and moisturizers had paid off, sh
lought. And this was her last though
he chemicals that shaped her ass and th
thers that made fat-free frozen yogu
>K supplanted her neurotransmitteri
ler body floated without friction. Ht
eart stopped, her blood became as in
lovable as her flesh. Her body became a
lotion less as her mind and she ceased t
hange—to age. She was theculminatio
f everything for which she had strivenlmost. Forest creatures gathered, bird
lerched on her shoulders, but still thei
ras something missing. The leave
round her flittered their last and the birc
hirped but once more.
The pop of air that filled the space shl
nee had was her last effect on the work
Vhat one might consider a nuisance ai
ther might consider an idol. What on
night throw in the trash another migl
tudy. She had completed herascendanc
> the perfection of the two-dimensioni
lane.
■

Biariksgiving with Qrancta. Schmaltz
by Kim Schultz
As it is in most families. Thanksgiving
in the Schultz family is always an ordeal.
I could regale you, the reader, with tales of
the Thanksgiving celebration at my Aunt
Marion's only a short time ago, how we
girls sat around and watched eight hours
of non-stopamateur wedding videos while
the men watched football on the other TV,
but I will trade you the current Schultz
family crammed into my aunt's tiny apartment scarfing down shrimp cocktail
around the TV for the Schultz family
Thanksgiving of '84.
My brother and I, still in pajamas, were
hunched over the Atari in front of the TV
while my sister Susan, then two and just
out of the hospital for reconstructive surgery, climbed all over us, trying to get our
attention by smacking us with a big blue
doll and coughing up phlegm like a proper
Romance novel heroine. Susan had been
born vrith pneumonia—a medical impossibility, but nobody told her that — and
has been having respiratory problems ever
since, so this was not unusual. My mother
was cooking in the condo's small kitchen;
Thanksgiving was going to be at our house
that year, and my family eats a lot. My
Aunt Marion and Grandma Schultz called
up constantly, asking and reconfirming
what they should bring. As always, I asked
my mother to make a chocolate cream pie,
because Aunt Marion always puts an entire container of Cool Whip on the top of
hers and I hate Cool Whip, and as always,
my aunt had already topped one with the
dreaded Cool Whip by the timemy mother
talked to her. Dad was pacing as he always does when he's about to be confronted with his family and yelling at us to
clean the house. Turkey was in the oven,
furniture was being sprayed with Pledge,
and everything was shaping up to be,
well. Thanksgiving.
Then Mom's "sick child" sixth sense
kicked in. Susan's coughs had taken on a
more ominous timbre, according to my
mother, and my mother is the one who
decides when it is time to panic. My father
has a relatively low panic threshold where
his children are concerned, whereas my
mother has calmly — note, calmly, not
passively — watched her children be attacked by big dogs. When Mom starts
talking about taking one of us to the hospital, things are serious.
But as far my parents are concerned,
when one of them needs go to the hospital
with a sick Susan, both of them go. They
had perfected their good cop-bad cop routine after many run-ins with doctors of all
shapes and specialties, and neither of my
parents was about to be solely responsible
for deciding what should be done for Susan after hearing what the doctors said. So
they were both going to take Susan to the
emergency room. That was fine and dandy,
except for one thing: It was 1 o'clock in the
afternoon of Thanksgiving, and our extended family was due to show up on our
doorstep any minute. Mom handed me a
turkey baster and said, "There you go.
Aunt Marion will help- Just keep dousing
the turkey with this and you will be okay,"
bundled Susan up, and walked out the
door with Dad, leaving me, age ten and
my brother, age eight, to make Thanksgiving dinner.
Rick decided cooking was my department and went to sit on the porch and wait
for our relatives, just in time to see Paul
and Rena pull into the parking lot of our
condominium. Paul and Rena were the
fossilized Italian immigrants who lived
upstairs, who fed us stale butter cookies
and drove around in a large green Cadillac. We had been told to stay out of Paul's
way, since he was losing his vision and
still drove like a maniac, and after that
Thanksgiving, we did. Paul hit the wrong
pedal when he tried to brake, causing his
huge green glass living room on wheels to
jump the curb, surge ever onward over
the green lawn, and make splinters of the

porch of the condomi nium right next door
to us before coming to a stop against the
concrete of the building.
Miraculously, no one was hurt. "It
slipped!" he yelled in his thick Italian
accent, getting out of the car and moving
boards so Rena could safely exit the vehicle. "The car — it just slipped. I don't
know what happened. I think the car was
just broken—the pedals were wrong." To
us, he appeared angry, because we had
not yet figured out that being angry is
easier than being scared, so we went back
inside to wait.
And we didn't have to wait for long.
Pretty soon, the entire extended family
showed up on the other side of the sliding
glass door, laden with Tupperware and
foil-wrapped casseroles. "What happened
to the car next door? Where's your Mom
and Dad, Kimmy?" Aunt Marion asked
me.
"They wenttotheemergency room with
Susan!" I said, and Rick chimed in, "Paul
crashed his car in the porch and it made a
huge crunching sound!" Panic ensued; it
took as much time for us to explain that
the two events were unrelated and no one
had been crunched by the car as it did for
us to realize that they could conceivably
be related. Aunt Marion and Grandma
jockeyed for positions in the kitchen while
the boys settled down to watch television
and the men sat at the kitchen table chewing kielbasa. Aunt Marion discovered that
my sister's big blue doll repeated whatever you said to it. "Cut the shit, Lou!" she
yelled at her then-boyfriend, whose departure from Aunt Marion's life is quietly
mourned every Thanksgiving as awkwardly obtained chunks of turkey remind
us that Lou was the only one who really
knew how to carve a turkey.
"Cut the shit, Lou!" the doll repeated
gleefully. The table went into peals of

laughter. I was giggling in spite of ignorance; my father's family always thrilled
mebyusingwordsldidn'tknowand was
not supposed to know.
The phone rang; by virtue of this being
pre-growth spurt, Grandma Schultz
reached the phone before I did. "It's your
mother!" she said to me. "Hi, Nance, how's
the baby?" Everything was fine; Susan
had been given some shots and they all
would be home shortly. "Yes, I was just
about to make the mashed potatoes," she
squawked into the phone, shooting a
murderous glance at Aunt Marion, who
looked suspiciously like she was getting
ready to make mashed potatoes. For some
reason, the privilege of making mashed
potatoes and gravy is the badge of honor
and respect in my family; she who mashes
the taters represents she whose cooking is
exalted above all. Aunt Marion put down
the spuds and turned her attentions to the
stuffing while Grandma prepared to
mash.
Of course, with a lead-in like that,
Grandma Schultz had to burn them. "Kimmie, do you have any more potatoes?" she
asked.
"Kimmie, do you have any more potatoes?" the big blue doll asked the kitchen
table.
"Mother, did you burn those potatoes?"
Grandpa Schultz asked. The diabetes
which would kill him had not yet shown
up; the stroke that would incapacitate him
was three years away, but his lack of a
sense of humor had already taken years
off his life. The idiotic doll talked to itself
some more.
"Oh, Daddy, I just burned the ones on
the bottom," Grandma Schultz replied,
busying herself with dumping some of
the burned potatoes out into the garbage
disposal. The doll burbled apologetically
to itself, and I stifled a nervous giggle. My
(continued on page 9)

Masturbation
continued from page four
ppe with day-to-day stress; Health—
eeping her body in its proper physical
ondition; Relationship—maintaining
rong sexual and romantic relations with
er partner; and Other. Masturbation is
n experience that does not discriminate,
is the same for women of all colors, sizes,
tapes, and economic backgrounds. For
ounger women, it is a way to enhance
lieir sex lives. And forolder adult women,
is a way to continue enjoying sex when
ther circumstances
[i their lives may not
How it
Sexually, we can
am to appreciate
lex for the mere simlicity of enjoying
ex and nothing else.
fe can become more
ree sexually so that
re do not put demands on our parterre if weare aroused
nd they are not.
ilany women use
masturbation to re?a se sexual tension, and often have better
rgasms during masturbation than durig coitus.
Emotionally, masturbation allows us to
istract ourselves from the distresses of
Iveryday life. For women who have had
ex crimes committed against them, masirbation is often used as therapy to get
lem back to a feeling of comfort with
leir sexuality. Masturbation is great way
>r us to gain confidence in our ability to
rouse ourselves. We can also teach ourelves the value of giving to ourselves as
'ell as to others.
In a heterosexual or homosexual relaonship, masturbation is still quite benficial. If we enjoy sexual activities that
ur partners do not, masturbation allows
s to engage in those activities without

them feeling pressured to join us. We can
also use what we loam from masturbation
to show our partners what feels good to
us, and what we dislike sexually, and they
can do the same for us.
Recently, it has come to light that masturbation is extremely beneficial to our
physical health. Wearefree to enjoy sexual
pleasures, but we do not have to worry
about the con sequences of unwanted pregnancy or sexually transmitted diseases.
For women with severe cramping during
menses, masturbation is a good way
to relieve their
pain. Due to the excessive amount of
energy associated
with sexual release, masturbation often helps us
to fall asleep more
quickly and to
sleep
more
soundly. For a
post-menopausal
woman, masturbation is an excellent method for her to keep
her vagina from becoming too dry and
uncomfortable.
Masturbation is a practice that many
women engage in. There is absolutely
nothing wrong with masturbation. On the
contrary, there are quite a large number of
reasons that a woman can benefit from
masturbation. Getting to know herself,
protecting her health, and strengthening
her relationships with others are all things
that every woman can gain from masturbation. British filmmaker Derek Jarman
summed it up well when he said, "Understand that sexuality is as wide as the sea.
Understand that your morality is not law.
Understand that we are you. Understand I
that if we decide to have sex, whether safer, or unsafe, it is our decision and >
havenorightsinourtovernakta
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Choose Your
Own Adventure;
PANCAKES

Julia's South Carolina Trip
by Julia Alexander
In a few more months, I think I will
remember my English class's triptoSouth
Carolina as one of the best things I did in
college. I think I will look back in future
years, and see the wonders of the journey
unmarked by the bone-deep tiredness.
But right now, the Carolina trip remains a
terribly exhausting experience, hovering
at the edge of my memory, sort of waiting
for me to take it all in. So I sit here, and look
at this journey to which I have not yet
grown accustomed, and try to see what
shape it will take when it melds with my
bones.
The most amazing thing, I think, was
how despite all that travel, I stayed in the
same world. The hills were still green and
the land still rose and fell with the sky. I
was fascinated by my visit to these fabled
lands, but in many ways, it was like finally
going to Narnia,arriving tired and grubby,
and realizing that the trees still grow roots
down and branches up. That isn't to say it
was disappointing, because I found it fascinating to visit all of these places I have
read about for so long. In a lot of ways,
realizing that the mythical seems real
makes it easier to see wonder in the day to
day world, because if these places from
storybooks look like home... then home
must be magical.
My favorite part of the trip was the visit
to Jamestown, simply because of the
strangeness of looking at these tiny, tiny
shipsand realizing that people had trusted
their lives for five months to these ships to
come somewhere they had never seen,
that no one they knew had ever seen, and

from which they could not reasonably
expect to return. And they still came, and
lived in miniscule cabins that seem palatial in comparison to the ships. So I could
begin to imagine what it was like....
I was also impressed by Jamestown because I was free to take in the exhibit at my
own pace. I could wander to and from
parts of it, exploring all the different ways
the story could fit together, and never feel
like I was being herded from one point to
another. In the other places we went, there

"The most amazing
thing, I think, was
how despite all that
travel, I stayed in the
same world. The hills
were still green and
the land still rose and
fell with the sky. "
were parts of the story I would have liked
to explore, but the way the tours were set
up left me uncomfortable with redirecting
the flow of the tour for everyone else,
when I was the only one with a question.
I couldn't wandefoff to talk with actors at
one point in Williamsburg when the tour
went on to the next point; the tour guide at
the plantation wasn't interested in talking
about slave lives, or how people really
lived... and while this makes a striking
historiographical point about corporate
and national history, I felt frustrated by

A great big

THANK YOU
to everyone who signed up
to proctor exams!

f

not being able to relax and explore the
things I was interested in. Maybe I just
prefer thedo-it-yourself approach to touring the nation.
I think the best things about the Carolina trip were the ones done spontaneously. The lunch at the Woolworth's lunch
counter, where I could take part in a sit-in
in memory as I ate. The tour through
downtown Charleston at night, as we were
leaving. The half hour in the bar with the
authentic Dixie band playing by the door.
All of the long conversations with the
people who shared the journey. These
things weren't planned, but they were
what made the trip memorable for me. I
think it's always the little things, where
we fill in the gaps, that make life worth
living. It isn't so much the event as all the
preparations. I guess I'm still like a little
kid who prefers the boxes and wrapping
paper to all the presents underneath.
Parts of the Carolina trip will fall into
my memory as some of the most magical
things I have experienced. 1 can remember
the moon rising outside of Virginia, a
sharp crescent near dawn. The ships at
Jamestown, tiny vessels to carry the first
white people to capture a continent and
try to make it their own. Glimpses of the
Chesapeake through trees, with all the
magic of any water seen through branches.
The horrible green paint in the parlour of
a house in Williamsburg, reminding me
that bad taste is timeless. The light falling
through the window onto the bare dirt
floor of the slave cabin in Carolina, showing the motes of dust that are all we can
really know of what it was like to be a
slave.
If anyone asked me, of course I would
go on the Carolina trip if I had it to do over;
I would go again, even though it was
exhausting and frustrating and draining.
This was one of those things that I will
remember when people ask me what college was like, and it will stand out far
better than the thirty-odd classes I have
taken, and all the work and drudgery that
have defined my life here. It was a lot like
Hell Week: something that looks like it
will be a lot of fun, turns out to mean utter
sleep deprivation and exhaustion, and still
leaves me feeling like I would do it again,
despite all the drawbacks... next year.

She knew it while she was doing it. She
cnew it while she was eating Hut crap.
ihe was being bad and her thighs would
icon and forever be her punishment. She
elt horrible and guilty. She wanted to
un, swim, DO something. Still she ate it
rod knew that it tasted good. Doody, she
hought, seeing the immediate effect on
ter thighs. She felt higher in her seat and
cnewthatthesamewashappeningtoher
iss.
She went to class and ignored it all on
>urpose. She was so angry at heieelf.
•low she would have to work off all of the
wtra shit in her system and she had
mough to do without that. After class,
>he needed something to do.
X)ES OUR HEROINE GO TO THE
:AMPU$ CENTER(p-a OR B1M.IQ
,-Kp-lQ)?
!

Fluid Sexuality
Continued from page six....
The erotic must be recognized as into
| $ral to all aspects of our lives, though it
ias been iised and distorted in a patriar:hal system to be something of a com mod ■
ty for women. Reclaiming "that power
which rises from our deepest and nonational knowledge" (Lorde, p. 58) eniches our existences in all ways and sub
yerts the distortion of sexuality women
lave experienced under patriarchy....
Sexuality, as it has been defined, exists
is three labels from which we must choose
o define and thus regulate ourselves, oui
ictions, and our experiences. Some have
suggested that bisexuality as a term en
:ompasses both love for men and women
ind thus is as sexuality without restric
ions. However, as feminist women we
nust not accept another label defined b>
someone else, another identity that will be
jsed against us in the struggle for woman
woman love. Perhaps what we need is noi
mother label, "bisexual", that simply en:ompasses both poles of an oppressive
iichotomized structure, but rather an op
xntunity to redefine sexuality as mon
han just sexual attraction and the sex[ual
ict. Existing in a web of sexual pleasure
eroticism, power, and self-identification,
we may truly draw upon the power of ont
rf our deepest tools—the erotic—to over:ome such restrictions that are placed on
mr bodies, our minds, our actions, and
jur sexual freedom.

Thanksgiving with Grandma Schuiltz
(continued from page 8)

look of someone who would like to crawl
under the linoleum. The doll kept buraunt had stopped singing to the food and
bling
away.
the dishwasher, and the forced calm pre"Goddamned stupid woman," my
ceding an argument had rolled into the
grandfather muttered to himself, running
kitchen.
out of steam and fuel. The stroke which
"You goddamned stupid woman!"
would deprive him of speech was only
Grandpa Schultz yelled. "What's the matthree
ter with you?"
years
"You goddamned stupid'
away.
Since
Grandpa
Schultz's
woman!" the doll chirped..
Grandma finished shoving the; death has reminded her of My pare n t s
burnt potatoes down the gar- her
own
mortality,
Grandma
came in
bage disposal, and turned to>
look at my grandfather, like an i Schultz's more recent post- the door
that very
obedient child.
scripts
[to
Thanksgiving
minute.
Grandpa Schultz was in the swing of things. "You'realways s prayers have been, "And let "Hello!"
making shit like that, wasting; us all be together again next my father
yelled,
Richie's money with your own ^
carrying
year,
especially
me."
stupidness, burning good food. I.
the pink
Now we have no potatoes for *
bundle
of
Susan
in
his
arms.
Thanksgiving. Now, what kind of god"Goddamned stupid woman," the doll
damned meal is that?"
greeted
them, and my mother looked at
"...kind of goddamned meal is that?"
my
father
and smothered a laugh. "How's
the doll kept chirping, like a parrot from
everything
here?" she asked jovially, alhell. Grandma was finally getting irrilowing
them
the opportunity to drop it,
tated enough to yell back
which
they
did.
"How's everything..." the
"Now, Dad, we've still got some which
doll
began,
but
Mom
turned it off. "What
haven't burned, and they shouldn't be
happened
to
Paul
and
Rena's car?" she
home for a little bit longer yet, so we can
asked.
goto the store and get somepotatoes." She
A little time later, we were all huddled
looked at my aunt, who had the distinct
itii

>i

li.m

around the table for the only saying of
grace of the entire year for the Schultz
family; the men who were going to take
their plates into the living room to watch
football were standing, the rest of us were
sitting. Grandma said the Catholic grace
that I keep blocking out of memory, and
added oneof her famous postscripts, "And
thank You for looking after Susan and
letting us all be together here today,
Amen." Since Grandpa Schultz's death
has reminded her of her own mortality.
Grandma Schultz's more recent postscripts have been, "And let us all be together again next year, especially me."
But that year, while everybody else was
crossing themselves and my brother was
crossing himself — backwards — in an
effort to imitate them, Grandma Schultz
had given her blessing to Susan, who only
two years before had been the ominous
thirteenth deformed and retarded grandchild, bom with Down's Syndrome and
doomed to die before she was a year old,
the one grandchild she did not coo over,
the one grandchild whom she did not
come to see in the hospital the night she
was born. Susan was finally accepted into
the larger family that Thanksgiving, and
Grandma Schultz became one of her most
ardent defenders; for that, I am most profoundly grateful, amen.

........... .....1
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■ PALMER HAYDEN:
A DIFFEREnt PERSPECTIVE CN LIFE
by Leah Coffin
About a month ago, I visited the African-American Museum in Philiadelphia.
At the time, there was a painting exhibit
,on display by Palmer Hayden, an AfricanAmerican artist who had worked during
the 1930's and 4Cs. Self-taught except for
a brief stint in France, Hayden confounds
typical expectations of
depth, perspective and
proportion, while at the
same time his paintings
and subject matter seem
astonishingly real and
rrue-to-life.
There were several
works on display that caught my eye in
particular. One, "Baptizing Day" (1945),
caught my eye becauseof the odd implications it presented about the subject of the
piece: it showed black people dressed in
white wading into a river to be baptized,
with several white people observing on
the sidelines. Another piece, "Raccoon up
a Persimmon Tree" (undated), placed the
raccoon in question up a tree set in a lush,
r
verdant jungle-like setting tinted with
streaksand flashes of bright plant-life scarlet. "Central Park Summer" (1942) was
even more surreal than "Baptizing Day"
in what it depicted: several incongruous

figures, including a faun, danced, lay about
and stood in a mythical Central Park, giving the impression of past, future and
fantasy combined, and the strength and
vitality of summer and its illusions.
"F&iche et Fleurs" (1932-33) displayed
incredible detail work on the lilies juxtaposed with the African sculpture mask,

hand. I was struck by the spareness of
detail juxtaposed with Hayden's signature richness of color. The uncluttered
space lent itself to the carefree image Hayden portrayed. The balance between the
winding railroad tracks, the green rolling
hills, the water on the left and the way
John Henry's form rose up in the center of

works was that the bottoms of his paintings were stable, while the energies and
forces of the human forms he portrayed
rose to the top. In a way, this may be taken
in the more metaphorical sense, of the
subjects of his paintings "rising to the top"
through their actions and energies despite
the hardships they must face. While many
technical aspects of
his work gave the
general impression of
an untrained, "folkart" artist, the subject
matter he chose, as
well as the richness
of detail and color,
was sophisticated,
engaging, and often thought-provoking. I
find it refreshing to have my expectations
confounded on occasion, to help me rethink my perspective on life. The Palmer
Hayden exhibit did just that.

Hayden confounds typical expectations of depth, perspective and proportion, while at the same time his paintings and
subject matter seem astonishingly real and true-to-life.
lending an air of mystery to what would
otherwise have been another mundane
still-life.
The central series of works in the exhibit
dealt with different scenes from "The Ballad of John Henry", the familiar song we
all learned in grade school about the steeldriving man who out-produced a machine, only to lead to his own death. One
of my favorites from the series was "His
Hammer in his Hand" (1944-47), which
showed John Henry walking exultantly
along the railroad tracks, mountains at his
back, tracks under his feet, a body of water
alongside him, and his hammer in his

"ALL THE EXCITEMENT
OF R TRIP TO HELL."
physical barrier many times. I also know
that once past it, I feel as though anything
is possible; I could run, row, or climb
Nope, while it was a good guess, I'm
forever. The adrenaline rush is intense.
• not quoting a fresh woman's first semester
After being offended because there is
impression of Bryn Mawr (or a transfer
not one female pronoun or picture in the
student's at that!). It actually came from a
entire book (nor are the quotes genderbook, sent to the College News from our
neutral), phallic symbols and references
friends at No Fear Inc. I'm sure you've
permeate every page, and violence is a
seen the T-shirts they sell with motivation
means of glory, I realized that it's fairly
quotes on the back such as, "He Who Dies
amusing. Essentially the book is like a bad
With the Most Toys Wins", "Life's not too
joke that only becomes funny when you
short. It's just that you're dead for so
realize the profound ignorance of the teller.
long." Inspiring, I'm sure.
In fact, it's almost sad, espeTwo weeks ago the comcially for the men No Fear tarpany wrote and asked us to
...it's almost gets that would be inspired by
do a book review for them.
sad,espe- "Second place is the first loser".
I'm not quite sure what
Here's another excially for
.they're looking for, because
ample: "It is when we recogthe book is dedicated to
the men No nize the simplicity of surfing
equating sports with men,
Fear
targets that we begin to see it past the
war, blood, and glory. Did
of beaches, bikinis and
that would cliches
they know they sent it to a
blond hair [please]. It is the sight
woman who will not hesibe inspired and sound of a three-story
tate to sit in the middle of a
by "Second building being tossed from the
bookstore, furiously scribsea...engulfing a man armed
place is the with
bling misogynistic phrases
nothing but a board."
and impressions from a calfirst loser". Give me a break. The mention
endar? I'm more than happy
ofblond s and bikinis is the only
to write a review, but I do
reference to women inthebook,
wonder if they realize they sent their book
and it is a stereotypical reference that reto a feminist newspaper at a women's
duces women to passive cliches.
college. Did our address label get mixed
The book verges on ridiculous, but
up with Villanova?
settles in mediocrity. Beyond its blatant
The book is called "DONT LET YOUR
disregard of women, it's poorly written
FEARS STAND IN THE WAY OF YOUR
and relies entirely on the blood and guts
DREAMS", and it's a coffee table-style
imagery that it tries desperately to conbook meant to...well, I'm not sure. It's
struct. Needless to say I give No Fear,
apparently a sport chronicle meant to inboth as a book and as a company, two
spire the athlete to push through the barthumbs down. And if they really don't
rier of pain and doubt that arises in physibelieve women are aggressive in competically aggressive sports, but they've made
tion, they should check out our rugby
it a man's wall to pass. As a former crew
team.
team member and avid outd oor s woman I
have been intimate with this mental and
by megan munson

the picture all balanced out very nicely,
with no aspect of the painting left offkilter.
One general characteristic of Hayden's

Cultural Literacy: The
Princeton Review Way
By Elizabeth Hill
We here at the College News, ever on the lookout for new and better ways to
procrastinate, were overjoyed to receive in the mail recently a Cultural Literacy MiniQuiz, courtesy of the Princeton Review. "Wow!" we said. "Let's find out just how
culturally literate we are!" After extensive perusal of the questions, we determined that
a) the questions are dumb; and b) the answers are all printed right side up at the bottom
of the page, so we all scored 100%.
Actually, the literacy quiz (you'll notice, by the way, that we have printed the answers
upside-down, is hawking the Culturescope. which claims to be the Princeton Review's
Guide to an Informed Mind. Which, basically, reduces the world to factoids. BAD. BAD
BAD BAD.
"Each sub ject... is succinctly covered through quiz questions and explanations accompanied by fascinating sidebars, illustrations, and resource tips." Huh? And this is
supposed to educate? All you can really do with the Culturescope is be a tremendous
cocktail-party success.
The world is a complex place and factoids just don't cut it. The historical significance
of the Monroe Doctrine does not exist in the void. What led up to it? What foreign policy
existed before it? What was the immediate and long-term impact?
All of this, however profound (or at least pretentious) it may be, does not touch on the
questions themselves. Number ten, for instance. A flying buttress is an external support
system which transfers the weight of the roof from the walls to pillars or pilings (take a
look at Goodhart; it's the closest thing you'll find on this campus). Originally, it was
designed to make it possible to enlarge church windows without causing the walls to
collapse. Notice that there is nothing along these lines in the choices?
The Culturescope prepackages the world conveniently into black and white. And,
considering that the Princeton Review people can only think in multiple-choice, this
doesn't really surprise me. I I'm picturing a cute couple in the springtime: "Mary, will you
marry me? a) Yes; B) No." "Oh, John! I'd love to answer that, but I don't have a No. 2
pencil!"] Anyway. Overall, I find the Culturescope moronic and really not worthy of
Mawrters.

Some sample Culturescope questions
Test your cultural literacy!
What is the official
game of Canada?
a)Hockey
b) Football
c) Shinny
d) Lacrosse
Which of these TV attachments
was introduced in 1975?
a) Atari game system
b) Sony Betamax
c)VHS recorder
d) Pong
Who invented detective fiction?
a) Edgar Allan Poe
b) Raymond Chandler
c) Mickey Spilane
d) Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Which romantic poet was
also an important artist?
a) Eugene Delacroix
b) Joseph Turner
c) John Constable
d) William Blake
Answers: (imagine that these answers
are upside down)- d, b, a, d

TTtoo se
Your Own Adventure.
Run toA+
RUNTOA+: She runs to A+ for a
carton of cigarettes and wishes she
had known that cigarettes make you
skinny sooner. While she is waiting
for the cashier, she glances at the
plastic wrap and notices a little white
rectangle. If she unfocused her stare
it gave her a clear reflection and she
grabs some teeth whitening toothpaste. No way are her teeth going to
turn yellow. While she has the looking glass-wrap handy, she checks to
make sure that her face and its contents are securely in place. She adjusts her hair on her way out the door
and lights up. She decides that the

itvrc TOPA .Pitt ft) mm
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INTREPID SARAH:
Expeditions to Paoli and The Village
■

by Sarah Evanson
I have two offerings for intrepid weekend tourists: glittering, bustling downtown Paoli and a truly great vegan restaurant in the East Village. From what I saw
of Paoli on an afternoon during Fall Break,
I would recommend going to New York
instead. Think of it over winter vacation.
In an adventurous spirit, I decided not
to go to Center City where there would
definitely be something interesting to see.
I settled on the mysterious last stop on the
R-5, the terminus, the end of the road.
Perhaps my experience with the titillating
town of ^^_
^^ B r y n

M a WB^*^

Prfi

^*^n

a s

left mey^
^^^ jaded
for other
suburban
experiences. Perhaps I did not see the
place with the eyes of a native who might
know where one could find a historical
site (a plaque near the Paoli train station
claims that the birthplace of Gen. Anthony Wayne is nearby) or some place to
eat.
I walked down South Valley Rd. on an
overpass into a vaguely promising group
of Tudor buildings. There I discovered
Cowboys Tattoo ranch, where no drugs,
no alcohol, and no attitudes are allowed.
The place was closed; as such, I did not
fulfill my long-held dream of piercing
some as yet unpierced part of my body. I
saw a Dunkin' Donuts, an auto body repair shop, and a custom tailor. On Lancaster Ave. (which seem to turn into Lincoln H wy. every once in a while), I turned
left, in search of greener pastures (or a
shopping mall). I passed Angus Meats on
the left side of'the toad, a huge, ancient
plaster cow standing stoically in front of
the building. It seemed to be wearing a
ghost costume, a white sheet over its front
half with the eyes cut out. I don't even
want to know why.
To my right was Chestnut Rd., and here
I saw a stationery shop (closed on Mondays), a tennis shop, and a medium-sized
strip mall. There were several hairdressers there, several travel agencies (or maybe
there was only one? They blur together
somehow), a VCR repair shop, and The
Hardware Center. The Hardware Center
might actually be of some interest because
one can find there alTkinds of kitchen ware
(dishes, appliances, linens), welcome mats,
throwblankets, candles, lamps, and (of
course) hardware and keymaking, all inexpensively priced. The main reason one
might consider going to The Hardware
Center is that there's a large toy store
upstairs. Keep it in mind for birthday
presents! The toy store carries hobby supplies (railroad sets, some doll house supplies, and art supplies on top of the array
of board games and koosh balls that you
could find at Puns in Bryn Mawr. Plus
there's a fairly good selection of stuffed
animals.
In addition to The Hardware Center as
a place to buy gifts (now who DOESN'T
need a drill bit for the holidays?), there are
several well-stocked card shops that sell
stationery, stuffed animals, and knickknacks galore for those who like to adorn
any bare shelf space (I shouldn't be so
facetious about it. I confess to collecting
boxes, but don't tell anybody). One of

Twe give big wet zerberts to:

these is next to an Acme, and the other is
hors d'oeuvre; a choice of twelve different
in the main strip with the hardware store
appetizers (three for $5, four for $6.24 and
et al. There was a nice-looking French
five for $7.50) such as hummus, walnutBakery I passed that sold mini eclairs,
lentil pSte", roasted seasonal vegetables
fresh cookies, and beautiful cakes. It did
(which were, in our case, carrots, turnips,
put Walter's Swiss Pastries to shame. I
bok choy, onions, etc.), marinated hizikipassed a place called Computer Renaisarame salad, assorted pickles, and baked
sance that sells new and used computers;
marinated tempeh. The hiziki-aramc salad
most of the used printers I saw were dotsurprised me; I've never been'* huge seamatrix, but this is a place to consider if you
weed fan, but this had a nice texture and
want to save some money.
tasted like the sea, but not overly so. The
Lastly, I stopped in a place called Wilmhummus was heavy on the tahini, which
ington Country Store. A cross-stitched
made me happy, because I love sesame. In
pillow greeted me at the front door: "Life
fact, almost everything I tried was savory
is a game but golf is serious." Welcome to
or full of sesame; miso and tahini figure
the Main Line!
into almost everything. The walnut- lentil
Best of all, I found the one shop that
pa 16 was better than I could have hoped. It
redeemed any disappointment I might
was rich and satisfying without making
have felt, the one shop which rescued my
me feel bloated or overloaded.
shattered illusions of Paoli; the Paoli Book
For dinner, I ordered one of their speExchange, parallel to the train station in
cials (which change daily according to
the Paoli Village Shoppes (note the two
what they find in the market) called "En'p's' and the V). it is a fairly small used
vision World Peace": penne pasta in a
book store that offers 25 cent Harlequin
tomato-cauliflower sauce with a currant
paperbacks and a pretty good selection of
and bean salsa on the side. It was well
all kinds of books downstairs. Browsing
spiced and fresh-tasting. The bean salad
there can be rewarding. In addition, with
was mild and full of fresh cilantro. I have
each purchase of $10 or more, you get to
to admit that I like my food richer and
take home a free book of your choice
spicier, but at no point did the meal con(fiction only). I found a copy of Cambcll's
firm my dreaded fear that the food would
The Hero with a Thousand Faces.
be bland, boring, or disappointMcPhee's The Crofter and the
ing. My friend's father ordered an
Laird, The Old Possum's Book of ...the meal I incredible sweet potato casserole
Practical Cats, and Jean Rhys' had at the in a pumpkin sauce with mariGood Morning. Midnight, and
nated tempeh and a host of lethen choose a monster Penguin Angelica gumes which I can't even identify
Volume of Jane Austen's fiction as Kitchen was anymore. That was exactly what I
my free book. It is not the least one of the should've ordered. It was sweet,
expensive used book store I have
rich, comfortably substantial food.
seen, but it's not bad, and it's the best I re- My friend and her mother, howfirst I've seen since coming to in e m b e r ever, ordered "Dragon Bowls":
school here. Plus the sales clerk having, with rice, beans, tofu, seaweed, and
chatted with me for a while about
or without steamed vegetables that were prethe impact of the film Heavenly
ceded by cups of soup (miso or
Creatures had on her. I was glad to meat.
l yellow split pea, the soup of the
know someone was as shaken up
day) and pieces of cornbread with
as I was!
a miso-tahini spread. The bread seems to
In short, Paoli must be hard to know on
have been made with polenta; it was alfoot. Suburbs, in my experience, frequently
most cake-like, and the sesame spread
require a car. The Hardware Center and
with the bread made it more satisfying
Paoli Book Exchange might make a 20that any piece of meat could ever be. In
minute ride worthwhile, though.
short, the meal I had at the Angelica
To switch gears completely, I visited a
Kitchen was one of the best I remember
friend of mine and her family in New York
having, with or without meat. If I could
a few weekends ago. After seeing a movie,
eat this way as a vegan every day, I would
we decided to try a restaurant advertised
spurn meat forever. In addition to being
in the playbill called Angelica Kitchen at
delicious, the meal we had was good for
400 E. 12th St. At first, I was leery of eating
the conscience; all the ingredients were
there because it is a vegan restaurant. I can
organicallygrown,pesticidefree,and free
live without meat, but can I live without
of all animal products. Let's not get into
cheese? 1^^
'
^^esigned
the pain and suffering of the pressed olmyself t^ Vtllvrp
gating
ives and milk-producing soy beans!
there hr^^-^nrr my
Angelica Kitchen has free delivery (not
friend's father is a vegetarian and I knew
to Philadelphia, sorry!) and a take-out
that it was important mat we find a restaujuice bar. The next time you go to New
rant that he'd like. We walked up BroadYork, or maybe the first time, .'consider
way about 15 blocks to Angelica Kitchen,
trying this place for a mid-range dinner
welcomingly decorated with candles, paeven if you are hesitant to try vegetarian
per lanterns, and blonde wood. At this
cuisine. Expect appetizers, entrees, and
point, my friend's father suggested going
drinks for two to come to about $25. They
to an Italian restaurant next door, but after
do have a nice $6.25 weekday lunch spemy friend's mother and I saw Angelica
cial that includes a cup of soup, a slice of
Kitchen's menu on the window, there was
bread, a salad, and a cup of kukicha tea. So
no choice. We had to try it. And we regretI say, "Blow off that Wednesday chem.
ted nothing.
lab! Go to New York for a lunch special!"
We started with a "Picnic Plate" as an
Well, you never know.

—JennS Hogan FINALLY mastering Pagemaker after three months of being a College News Editor.
—The excellent computer center staff for piecing Jenn and Megan back together after the College News computer insanity.
—Elisabeth Lyzenga and Stacy Curwood for rocking the College News World.
—Elizabeth Hill and Leah Coffin for their exceptional prescriptive grammarianism.
—Fred from the Bookshop for being our hero.
—Everyone who submits articles to the College News

^Ve give the Heisman to:
—the negative wind chill factor.
—The new lack of privacy with those new security phones.
—Anyone who submits to the College News... on hard copy instead of Mac disk.
—The Howl staff for letting the news about the phantasm out of the closet.
^
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hoose Your Own
Adventure: THIGH-

mm

HMASTER TP THE
COMPUTER CENTER: Yeah, right.
GO TO WORK WrTH HER CLASS
GROUP(p.l2)

Northwest Debut
bymeganmunson
So, you're hanging out on campus with
some friends (probably in front of the
Campus Center), when off in the distance
you see a woman walking towards you.
She's still too far off to make out her face,
but you notice two shadows swinging
against her side as she walks. Ack! You
might want to shout, or maybe you'll
chuckle kno wi ngly because we've already
met, either way at some point you will
know...it's the northwest chyck! Fresh off
the western plane, water bottles dangling,
and coffee mug in hand, she's always ready
to talk mountains (as in 12-14,000 ft. and
higher), drizzly rain (it may seem bad
here, but you ain't felt nothing till you've
hung out in Oregon and/or Washington),
and huge pungent pine trees. She's me,
and I'm not the only one. When I transferred from the University of Oregon to
the east coast haven (cough, cough) of
Bryn Mawr (just this year), I didn't expect
to run into many westerners. But we're
not that hard to spot, we're the ones that
stand patiently in the juice line in the
cafeteria, use words like "grub", "pop",
and "rock on", and complain bitterly about
the lack of decent espresso on east coast.
But within the first two weeks of school I
met a woman who had gone to middle
school with my best friend from high
school, two women I had rowed against
(in crew), a woman (from Rhode Island)
who dated a boy (Matt) who lives 3 blocks
from my house, and several women from
Seattle. Random I know. So what's my
point? Well, just that the Northwest Corner of the College News is going to be a
sweet new column 0>i-weekly of course)
that will talk about all sorts of things.
There'll be lots of stuff about women who
thrivein thebackcountry(mountainclimbers, skiiers, snowboarders- maybe it'll be
seasonal...), and anything from official
dictionary
definitions
of
"granola","crunchy", "hippy chyck", to discussing the realities of the Seattle's grunge
scene and candid coffee critiques of local
hot(or not)spots. So tighten tha laces of
your hiking boots, strap down your pack
(the path can get kind of rough on the way
to the library), and get psyched for what's
to come.

vhose body?
ontinuedfrom page six....
He spends most of his time making al
the sounds he has learned to make hi
mouth say, and running back and fort\
to test how well his legs have learned h
work together.
I, on the other hand, take all of thes<|
things for granted. I know that when
stand up to walk, I will be carried how
ever far I'm going in a body that work
most of the time. I don't take fallinj
do wn as a learning experience any more
I take it as a failure. When new thing!
happen to my body, I look at as a prob
lem, and not as something to explord
and discover.
Maybe I need to be more like the littl
kid that I babysit, and take some time t<\
explore how my body works. Maybe
need more of the happy surprise at al
this Pve got to live in, and less of thJ
irritation when it stops working as wel
as I would like it to.
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Do you
know
<? your
ABCs?

wild 'n* crazy

Features
tv\as theixLght before finals...
by Julia Alexander

Alphabet Soup Contest,
by Julia!!
In this contest, either half a pound of
quality coffee or a box of candy canes
(winner's choice) goes to the person who
can tell me the meanings of the largest
number of these collections of letters—
without looking them up or asking your
profs. If you must, you can collaborate
with your friends. The letters all have
actual meanings, and are drawn from
whatever acronyms and other strings of
letters I or the people I know could think
of this past week. Some of them have
more than one meaning, so feel free to
offer two. Finally, I will take any answer
you can make a good case for (i.e., BMC =
Bitch, Moan and Complain). Have fun!
AAA
ABBA ABC
AC/DC ACLU AFL/CIO
AFDC AFSC AIDS
AIM
AM/PM
AMA
•"AP
ASN
AT&T
AVS
BA/BS BBC
BFE
BIA
BMC
BMW BYOB CBS
CCC
CD
CEO
CREEP DAR
DDS
DKNY DMV/DOT
DOA DUI/DWI
DYKE EEC
EPA
ER
ERA
ESL
ESPN ET
EWOC FBLA FCC
FDA
FDIC
FDR
FTD
GE
GED
GNP
GOP
GPA
GROSs HIV
HOAP
HOPE HTML HTTP
HUD
ICU
IRA
rv
JFK
JD
JYA
KOP
LASER
MADD MBA
' LSD
MCI
MD
MODEM
MOVE MS
MTV
MUN MYOB NARAL
NASA NATO NBA
NBC
NEA
NEH
NFL
NHS
NMR
NOW NRA
NSF
OMD OPEC OR
PBS
PS
PC
PDA
PDQ
PDR
PhD
POW/MIA
PSB
PTA
QED
RADAR
«■ RC cola RCA
RCMP
S&M
SALT SAPHE
SAVE SCA
SCUBA
SCUD SCUM SDI
SEPTA SGA
SNAFU
SSI
STD
SWAK
TAFKAP
TLC
TM
TV
TVA
TWA
UAE
UAW URL
* UV
VA
VIP
VISTA WOAR WPA
WVA WWW
YWCA/YMCA
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Twas the night before finals, and all through the dorm,
. Not a student was sleeping: 'twas far from good form!
The coffee cups rose nearly up to my chin,
In fear that the muse would not strike before ten.
My profs, I am sure, snuggled deep in their beds,
Thoughts of poor students quite far from their heads.
With a pile of books and a brand new highlighter,
I had just settled down for another all-nighter;
When out in the hall, there arose such a howling,
I flung open my door and emerged, almost growling.
"What's wrong with you? Don't you see I have work?
Is it necessary to shout, and to be such a jerk?"
When, what to my wondering sight should appear
But a box full of cookies, chocolate—and beer!
It was held in the hands of a beautiful chick;
A goddess, I'm sure, or a really cruel trick.
More rapid than finals, my love for her came.
So I whistled, and smiled, and asked for her name.
'Try to guess," she said, with a cheerful expression:
This one, she knew how to make an impression!
"There isn't the time," I answered quite quickly,
Tho' the words caught in my throat and came out quite thickly.
She turned to leave, my voice rose in a cry,
"I'll make the time," I gasped.
"And we'll make the time fly,"
She agreed, stopping my hands as I reached for the cocoa.
"Come, take my hand, and follow where I go."
I held to her hand, and guess what we found?
The land where ideas for papers abound!
"Now that your fears for your papers are done,
Sit down here with me, and we'll have us some fun!"
I examined her closely, not sure I could trust her,
But cookies and chocolate have got their own luster.
She was dressed in plaid flannel, from her cap to her gown;
I'm all for comfort, so I sat myself down.
It struck as I settled: this must be my muse;
So when she offered a drink, how could I refuse?
Her eyes—how they twinkled! her dimples how merry!
She knew how to tie knots in the stem of a cherry!
We sat in great comfort, and she turned back the clock,
So when eating had paled, we could have quite a talk.
"I see in my duties I have become far too lax;
There isn't a Mawrter who knows how to relax."
I sat myself up and for my comrades protested,
But she mentioned all-nighters and I knew I was bested.
"I'm not angry, of course, though it's partly your fault,
But this drive for perfection simply must halt."
I looked at my darling, while my jaw dropped in surprise,
"We couldn't be Mawrters without the work we so prize!"
"I don't want to lecture," she said, her gaze sad,
"But think sensibly, sweetheart, would that be so bad?"
I strained for an answer, but found I had none.
She smiled, and twinkled: "My work here is quite done."
She sprang to her feet, and she pulled me along,
To soothe all my fears, promised to return before long.
I sat down at the desk, with a paper to write,
And listened to her voice as she ran out of sight.
"There's more to the world than the grades you can't keep,
So happy finals to all, and please all get some sleep!"

Your mom couldn't be with you today.
She asked me to remind you of a few
things. Practical things the egg-head Bryn
Mawr Daughters sometimes forget. So
listen to Mama. I'm doing it for your own
good!
Eat your breakfast. They have LOTS of
food there. Since you're grown up, I'll let
it pass if you eat bagels with peanut better
and jelly or scrambled eggs with salsa...just
make it carbohydrates! (don't tell ME you
can't get up that early: you don't have to
be awake to eat breakfast.)
Wear only COTTON underpanties.
Clean ones every day make you feel like a
princess. And if you're in an accident, I
won't be embarrassed.
Pamper yourself! A woman need to
learn to be good to herself. Maybe today
your special treat is a chocolate bar in your
coffee, or half an hour of meditation before your first class. Best of all, a long soak
in a bubble bath, with a cup of cappucino.
(They still have tubs in Rock, don't they?)
Ill be back. Don't forget: breakfast, cotton, bubble bath.
Love, Mom

Choose Your
Own Adventure:
CLASS GROUP
She is glad for these study groups and
wonders why the others seem to understand it better. She can't even follow the
lectures, but figures that she just doesn't
have a knack for it. While the students are
discussing lab, her stomach growls and
she checks her face, her mind turning to
jogging the next morning. She excuses
herself before her work is done. She it too
tired. On her way to the dorm she keeps
a cigarettes burning. She decides it is time
toGOTOBED(p.8).
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Dear Ms. Hank,
Can't we admit men to Bryn Mawr? If not, tell us how to get dates.
Two Frustrated Women
My Dear Frustrated Pair,
If there are two of you, I'm not sure what the problem is! If you're really that frustrated, I still suggest that you try to work it out before
taking so drastic a step as looking for men while you're here at Bryn Mawr. If you really think men are the solution, you can visit one of the
many other colleges in the area. Many of them have men, and if you grow your hair out and put on some make-up, they're likely to go for
you. Alternatively, you can find yourselves some e-mail swains on the world wide web. This works for many people.
If you're just looking for some variety, check out all the beautiful single babes on campus.
Death to the Patriarchy,
Ms. Hank
Send your questions to Ms. Hank at C-1716. Drop candy, cookies, and cash donations in the mailbox outside our Denbigh office.
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